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Abstract
In this project we investigate the use of variational autoencoders for anomaly detection.
Five different types of anomaly detection tasks are investigated, though the use of real
and synthetic datasets. We employ two types of variational autoencoders, standard and
conditional, and various architectures of encoding and decoding neural networks.
Our contribution is two-fold. First, we verify that variational autoencoders can be used
efficiently for anomaly detection in situations when a labelled training data-set is provided.
Adapting the method used for anomaly detection with autoencoders we report state of the
art results in all benchmark datasets evaluated (network attacks, sensor data, electrocardiographs and spectrographs data).
Second, we explore situations where no labels are available and a fully unsupervised
detection model is required. We formulate a simple detection algorithm and report encouraging results which, to our knowledge, are the first of the kind in the literature.
Finally, we identify limitations, consider possible improvements and propose directions for future research.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The thesis examines the use of variational autoencoders (VAE) for anomaly detection.
Variational autoencoders are a class of generative models composed of two discrete
sub-systems: a recognition model (often called encoder in the literature), which stochastically maps input data to a distribution of points in a latent space and a generative model
(often called decoder in the literature) which generates data, by sampling from the latent
space representation.
They are a recent development, being introduced for the first time in late 2013 by
Kingma and Welling [1], and immediately received strong research interest since they provide an elegant and structured approach to the problem of generating data from multidimensional complex distributions. VAE have been successfully used in a variety of complex
tasks, including: sentence generation [2], image generation [3], music generation [4], handwriting generation [5], attribute based image generation [6], video frame prediction [7],
structured output prediction [8], manifold and representation learning[9], high-dimensional
data visualisation, missing data imputation [10], etc.
Anomaly detection, on the other hand, is an age old problem and most people are intuitively familiar with the notions of anomalies or outliers1 . Nevertheless, providing a formal
definition of anomaly/outlier detection is not trivial and often an appropriate definition has
to be problem specific.
The most widely used definition of what constitutes an outlier id due to Hawkins,
[11] who stated that: ”an outlier is an observation that deviates so significantly from other
observations as to arouse suspicion that it has been generated by a different mechanism”.
The process of anomaly detection can then be defined as (Chandola and Banerjee,
1 The

two term denote the same thing and will be used interchangeably in the reminder of this document
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[12]): ”the problem of finding observations or patterns in the data that do not conform to
expected behaviour”.
From a machine learning perspective, anomaly detection can be formulated as a classification problem, where all observations that correspond to normal system behaviour are
grouped in a single class, and anomaly detection is defined as the task of finding all observations not belonging to that class. Anomaly detection is also closely related to novelty
detection, which deals with the very relevant task of determining novel patterns in data.
Outlier detection methods are employed for numerous applications, such as network intrusion, engine condition monitoring/fault diagnosis, biological systems monitoring,
credit card fraud detection, clinical trials, voting irregularity analysis, data cleansing, geographic information systems, statistical process control etc. Outlier detection is often also
an essential part of data pre-processing in system modelling, in order to avoid model misspecification or biased parameter estimation due to the presence of outliers in the training
dataset.
Anomaly detection has been extensively researched and there are literally thousands of
relevant publications and methods, including some neural network based detection methods.
Surprisingly, however, there is very limited research related to the application of variational
autoencoders to anomaly detection, which is the topic of this thesis.
What makes VAE interesting candidate models for anomaly detection is the fact that
their training process involves learning to calculate a lower bound of the log-likelihood (the
evidence) of the input data. Therefore, a trained model, in addition to being able to generate
novel data by sampling from the latent space, is also able, when fed with an observation,
to output an estimate of the (lower bound on the) likelihood2 of that observation. In that
sense a variational autoencoder can be understood as capable of performing two tasks: (i).
generate new data, (ii). perform likelihood estimation. It is this second property that can be
used for anomaly detection.
The idea of using generative models for classification tasks is not new [9, 13, 14]. It
is based on the argument that if one has a model that generates realistic outputs simulating
some underline process then, observing a new sample from some unknown process, one
should be able to use the generative model3 to estimate the probability that this new observation comes from the modelled process. It is a very elegant and principled approach
2 Conditioned
3 And

on the model.
Bayes rule.
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which is, however, difficult to apply in practice since the probability distributions involved
are often intractable.
VAE, being generative models that by default output an estimate of a lower bound of
the log-likelihood of an observation, therefore seem very natural candidates for such tasks.
Two types of VAE have been investigated in this thesis: standard VAE and conditional VAE. Compared to the standard VAE the conditional VAE offer the additional benefit
of being able to model conditional likelihoods. This makes them a good model to use in
situations when the same observation might be characterised as normal or anomalous depending on the value of some other, auxiliary, variables (which are usually said to provide
the context). Based on these two core architectures, a number of different models have been
implemented, with different types of encoder and decoder neural networks.
Five different types of anomaly detection tasks have been investigated, namely tasks
involving detection of isolated anomalies, clustered anomalies, contextual anomalies, sequential location-invariant anomalies and sequential location-specific anomalies. The experimentation was carried out through the use of four benchmark and one synthetic dataset,
each representing a different kind of anomaly detection task. Benchmark datasets included:
network attacks data, sensor data, medical data (electrocardiographs) and food-processing
(spectrographs) data.
The research question:
The main research questions of this thesis can be summarily be expressed as:
• Can variational autoencoders be used for anomaly detection?
• Is there any particular setting that there is a clear benefit of using variational autoencoders, over using other neural network methods, such as their simpler deterministic
counterpart, the autoencoders, or a standard classification network?
The response to both research questions was found to be positive.
Variational autoencoders were successfully applied to anomaly detection on all
datasets examined, both synthetic and real, and their application was generally found to
be straightforward. As is the case with most machine learning algorithms, hyper-parameter
tuning was required, but it was generally found to be fairly reasonable (i.e. in the experiments there was a range of parameters that worked well). Bayesian optimisation can be
employed in order to automate hyper-parameter selection and resource budgeting according
to computational and time constraints.
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Our findings regarding the second question were, at first, somewhat more surprising.
In the labelled data setting, contrary to what we expected, our experiments indicated that
despite the theoretical advantages of the generative approach, training a VAE by following
the same steps that one would follow to perform anomaly detection with a (non-variational)
autoencoder, did not offer a measurable advantage compared to using the standard autoencoder4 (or a classification neural network).
However, if one moves to unsupervised or semi-supervised applications then the benefit of using variational autoencoders becomes evident. Trained on an unlabelled dataset,
which contains both normal and anomalous observations, a standard autoencoder will
learn to approximately reconstruct all observations, and thus will be unable to discriminate against anomalous observations on the test set. Variational autoencoders, on the other
hand, return a different value of the (lower bound to the) likelihood for each class of observations and hence provide a basis for discrimination. Based on that observation, an anomaly
detection algorithm has been formulated and experimental results of its’ application to real
dataset presented.
This important result has somehow gone unnoticed and, to our knowledge, this is the
first time that it is being recorded in the literature.
Thesis structure
Chapter two reviews the literature on variational autoencoders and anomaly detection. It
start with an introduction to variational autoencoders, followed by a short literature review
of key developments, extensions and latest research directions. The second part of the chapter introduces anomaly detection, defines relevant terms, summarises the existing methods
and presents a short review of relevant publications.
Chapter three contains background material on neural networks. Starting with feed-forward
fully connected neural networks, it proceeds to introduce convolutional and recurrent neural
networks, briefly discussing practical aspects such a optimisation, regularisation etc. This
chapter has been prepared as a standalone introduction for readers with limited familiarity
with neural networks. It introduces the terminology, notation and the main architectures.
An experienced reader would normally completely skip this chapter.
Chapter four contains detailed background information (including the full mathematical
formulations), on the two variants of variational autoencoders that have been used in this
4 We did observe that using conditional variational autoencoders was more efficient, in the sense that they
were easier to train.
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thesis: the basic and the conditional. A reader who would like to engage deeply with variational autoencoders, should carefully read the whole chapter and preferably go through
some of the mathematical derivations on her/his own. Readers who aim for a mostly conceptual understanding, can skip the mathematical sections and concentrate on the detailed
qualitative discussions and figures.
Chapter five introduces the methods, i.e. the actual implementations of the models presented
earlier, and how these models have been used for anomaly detection. Having introduced the
mathematics in chapter three, this chapter follows a more descriptive approach, with extensive use of figures and examples to ensure that the reader will develop a clear understanding
of all issues discussed.
Chapter six presents our experiments, i.e. the results from the application of the methods
on several real and synthetic data-sets.
Chapter seven analyses the results and discusses the main findings of the thesis.
The thesis concludes with a small summary chapter which summarises the main findings
and proposes directions for further research.
The code used in the experiments presented in this report is available in:
https://github.com/minas1900/ucl thesis

Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1

Introduction

Variational Autoencoders, VAE, are deep generative models which perform approximate
inference in directed probabilistic models and are trained with stochastic gradient-based
methods.
They were introduced for the first time in late 2013 by Kingma and Welling [1], and immediately received strong research interest due to their elegant (and straightforward to implement) approach to the problem of generating data from multidimensional complex distributions.
VAE are one of the two main classes of generative models currently being actively researched (the other class being Generative Adversarial Networks, GANs) and they have
been successfully applied in a multitude of tasks. Typical applications include: sentence
generation [2], image generation [3], music generation [4], handwriting generation [5],
video frame prediction [7], structured output prediction [8], manifold and representation
learning[9], high-dimensional data visualisation, missing data imputation [10], etc.
Chapter structure: The first part of this chapter will provide a high level introduction to
VAE, including their main advantages and disadvantages and a short review of recent advances and developments (a detailed exposition of relevant methods follows in chapter 3).
The second part of the chapter provides a short introduction to anomaly detection including a short presentation of the general methods and a review of the limited literature on
applications related to VAE. This chapter does not include mathematical formulations or
implementation details, these are covered in depth in designated chapters that follow.

2.2. Variational Autoencoders
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Chapter objective: To introduce variational autoencoders, expose their advantages and disadvantages and the most promising current directions of research. To introduce the anomaly
detection task, describe at a high level the traditional approaches and describe how anomaly
detection with VAE fit within that framework.

2.2
2.2.1

Variational Autoencoders
Introducing the model - the first publications

What they are: VAE belong to the class of latent variable models: in order to generate an
output x̃, a sample z is first drawn from an internal model representation (the latent code), it
is fed through some complex non-linear function (the generator network or decoder) and,
finally, an output is sampled from the generating distribution, pmodel (x̃ | z).
In addition to the generative model, VAE also learn an inference model (called the recognition model, or encoder), which is a probabilistic mapping, q(z | x), from the data space to
the model latent space.
The two models (depicted in figure 2.2 below) are trained jointly and once trained they can
be used together or in isolation, depending on the task.

Figure 2.1: Variational Autoencoder (VAE) - Graphical Model
(a). Recognition Model (”encoder”), (b). Generative Model (”decoder”)

Motivation: VAE were introduced by [1] and independently, a few months later, by [10]
in response to the following research question ([1]): ” How can one perform efficient approximate inference and learning in directed probabilistic models whose continuous latent
variables have intractable posteriors and sampling based methods would be too slow to
implement (e.g. due to the large amount of data)?¨. To provide an example: how can one
efficiently train a model on thousands (or millions) of different images of human faces (each
image having thousands of dimensions, i.e. pixels) which she will then be able to query in

2.2. Variational Autoencoders
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order to generate new, realistically looking faces?
The method: VAE are a class of models that extend deterministic deep neural networks by
adding Gaussian (latent) variable layers. Their inventors, [1, 10], derived a differentiable
lower bound estimator for the intractable posterior distributions, which allowed them to efficiently perform variational inference1 over the latent variables and maximum likelihood
estimation of the neural network parameters.
Key contribution: The key technical contributions of the papers were to:
(i). obtain a differentiable unbiased estimator to the evidence lower bound (log-likelihood
of the data) i.e. one that can be optimised by stochastic gradient based methods.
(ii). achieve end-to-end joint optimisation (i.e. learning) of both the inference and the generative models.
In a less technical language, with the introduction2 of these techniques the authors managed to: (i). demonstrate a straight-forward method to perform backpropagation through
stochastic layers and, hence, (ii). transform an inference problem involving intractable distributions to an optimisation problem that can be solved, efficiently, with stochastic gradient
based methods.
Proof of concept and early demonstrations: The results presented in the original papers
clearly demonstrated the efficacy of the approach and were a big driver behind the large research interest that immediately followed. Original results included: image generation from
latent space sampling, representation learning, missing pixels imputation, image de-noising
etc. Figure 2.2, reproduced from [1], shows images generated from a VAE (trained on the
Frey Face dataset) by taking fixed steps in the two dimensional latent space. One can see
that the the two main axis of the latent space appear to capture the mood (from unhappy to
happy as one moves vertically, from top to bottom) and the head rotation (from left to right,
as one moves horizontally) respectively. Figure 2.3, reproduced from [10], shows how a
VAE can be used for missing pixels imputation and de-noising.

1 (Which

means to fit a variational approximation to the true distribution.)
the re-introduction of previously known methods and their unification under a different framework, as
suggested by the authors.
2 Or
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Figure 2.2: Variational Autoencoder (VAE) - Generating images by moving in fixed steps in the
latent space (reproduced from [1]) - Frey Faces dataset.

Figure 2.3: Variational Autoencoder (VAE) - Missing pixel imputation and image de-noising (reproduced from [10]) - MNIST dataset.

2.2.2

Early extensions and successful applications

Soon after the introduction of the algorithm, a wave of publications, experimenting
with new architectures and/or new applications followed. The relevant literature in this area
is very large and in what follows we will only (shortly) present some key papers of each approach and/or publications that bear some reference to the work presented in this research.
For more information we address the interested reader to the original papers (and references
therein).
In a joint publication [15], the two teams that independently invented VAE introduced deep
generative models, a VAE-based architecture that can be used for conditional image generation and classification and can be trained in a semi-supervised setting, i.e. when labelled
examples are few. The main drawback of their approach is that it requires a two step training

2.2. Variational Autoencoders
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process (the recognition and generative stages had to be trained separately) and that it needs
a lot of careful fine-tuning in order to work. Later Maaløe et al in [16] introduced a modified version of the model that could be trained end-to-end. Another interesting approach to
the task of semi-supervised learning and classification with VAE was proposed by Louizos
et al in [17]. They considered the problem of learning latent space representation that are
invariant to some parameters of the input (nuisance factors) but are maximally informant
with regard to other elements of the dataset. Their main contribution is the addition of a
new regularizer, based on maximum mean discrepancy, in the cost function.
Sohn et al [8], working on structured output prediction tasks, introduced the conditional
variational autoencoder (CVAE). Their model consists of a VAE with convolution neural
networks (CNN) encoder/decoder, where both encoder and decoder are conditioned on a
additional input variable. The CVAE architecture is relevant to anomaly detection, since it
provides a method to deal with multi-class anomaly detection and/or contextual anomalies
(i.e. when a certain behaviour would be considered anomalous within a certain context but
normal otherwise). Experiments with a CVAE are presented in this report and additional
information on the architecture are presented in chapter three.
Dai et al [18], combined the recognition model and stochastic latent space of a VAE with
deep Gaussian processes (GP) to obtain the variational auto-encoded deep Gaussian processes (VAEDGP) model.
Fabius and Amersfoot [19] connected a VAE to the output of a recurrent neural networks
(RNN) to obtain a model they named the variational recurrent autoencoder (VRAE). A variant of their model (using the long short-term memory cell) has been implemented in this
study.
Working in the context of semi-supervised learning, Xu et al, [20] merged the concepts of
the conditional VAE and the variational recurrent autoencoder and successfully addressed
the problem of text classification. Chung et al [5] pushed the idea of variational recurrent
neural networks further, by effectively fussing the VAE with the RNN and embedding the
stochastic layers withing the RNN (i.e. they introduced stochastic latent variables at each
time step). They named their model variational recurrent neural network (VRRN). Gregor
et al [3], working also with RNN, combined sequence to sequence encoder-decoder models,
differentiable attention mechanisms and VAE to obtain the deep recurrent attention writer
(DRAW) model. In addition to very high quality generative results they demonstrated the

2.2. Variational Autoencoders
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surprising result that, for digits, the trained model had developed a recognition and generative strategy that very much resembles the way that humans recognise and produce (write)
digits.

2.2.3

Limitations:

As the number of applications increased, some limitations of the VAE became evident:
Blurriness of generated samples: In image generation, it is often observed that generated
images, although realistic, are somewhat blurred.
The exact reason for that is not entirely clear in the research community. According to [9],
the most likely causes are:
(i). Model parameters are estimated using maximum likelihood, involving the minimization
of the KL divergence between the variational posterior and a prior. However, (see chapter 3)
when the shape of the variational and true distribution differ, minimizing the KL divergence
can lead to probability mass spill-over to parts that the true distribution has little or no mass
(and hence produce blurriness).

(ii). Most implementations assume a Gaussian generating distribution3 , pmodel (x̃ | g(z) ),
since it results in a simpler (and faster) implementation (again see chapter 3). As a result the
maximization of the lower bound on the likelihood is equivalent to training a non-variational
autoencoder with a mean squared error loss function. Mean squared error minimisation
tends to prioritize modeling correctly features of the input that have a large influence on the
output and hence secondary features are relatively overlooked, leading to blurriness.
Underestimate of variance: In many tasks the richness of the generated samples (the ”creativity” of the algorithm) seems to be limited. According to [21] this is due to underestimating the variance of the posterior distribution, which does not occur due to a limitation of the
algorithms but due to implementation choices. Most implementations assume a variational
distribution that is multivariate Gaussian with diagonal covariance. Although convenient,
this choice drastically limits the richness of posteriors that the model can learn.
Unused latent space/collapsing of the latent space posterior to the prior: When very
powerful encoder/decoder networks are used (typically recurrent neural networks or some
powerful convolutional architectures) models turn to ignore the stochastic latent space and
explain all structure in the data using only the encoder/decoder, thus not being able to take
into advantage the existence of stochastic variables.
3 Although

the algorithm is applicable to many type of generative and variational distributions.
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Addressing the limitations and extending the architecture

Current research interest related to VAE can be grouped under two main categories:
(i). methods that focus on improving the power of VAE models, mainly by improving the
flexibility of the posterior approximation,
(ii). methods that try to successfully integrate VAE with other powerful architectures, such
as as autoregressive models (RNN and PixelCNNs, etc), generative adversarial networks
(GANs) or Gaussian process (GP) models.
Although very interesting, this subject is of tangent interest to this work and hence in this
section we will shortly review some key papers and address the interested reader to the
relevant articles (and references therein) for additional information.

2.2.4.1

Improving VAE:

Normalising flows: Rezende and Mohamed [21] provide a general approach for generating posterior distributions with increased representation power. They introduced a method
whereas samples z from a simple initial distribution (such as a multivariate Gaussian with
diagonal covariance) are transformed by a series of invertible transformations, called normalising flows, until a very complex posterior density can be formed.
Inverse autoregressive flows, IAF: Within the framework of normalising flows, Kingma
at al, [22], propose a special kind of flow, which can be applied to ordered data (e.g. timeseries) and scale well to high dimensional latent space representations (thousand of dimensions across many time steps). The proposed flow is auto-regressive, i.e. each transformation is conditioned on the previous ones.
Tomczak and Welling in [23] present another special case of volume preserving linear normalising flows the Householder flow (HF). Starting with a stochastic latent variable they
apply a series of very simple linear transformations (reflections over hyperplanes) and prove
that they can reconstruct complex posterior distributions (even the the full covariance matrix posterior, if enough transformations are applied).
Auxiliary variable models: Maaløe et al [16] approach the problem from a different perspective. Extending the deep generative models of Kingma et al [15] and building upon
an earlier idea of Agakov and Barber [24] they introduce a (stochastic) layer of auxiliary
variables that makes the variational posterior approximation more powerful. They also introduce auxiliary variables to the deep generative models of [15] and develop a model that
is more stable than the original and, importantly, can be trained end-to-end in one step.
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Importance weighted autoencoder: Burda et al, [25] approach the problem of posterior
approximation from a different perspective. Using importance weighting (and estimating
the posterior with multiple samples) they manage to optimise a lower bound of the loglikelihood, hence increasing the overal performance of the VAE for density estimation tasks.
Cremmer et al, in [26] futher elaborate on this topic and provide some interesting theoretical
insights.

2.2.4.2

Combining VAEs with other architectures:

Autoregressive architectures: Combining VAE with powerful autoregressive architectures, have yielded some impressive results, but generally requires very careful training
and fine tuning, mainly due to the problem of collapsing posteriors. The problem has been
mainly treated as a fundamental limitation of the algorithm and researchers had to resort
to practical workarounds and tricks (such as cost annealing, KL warm-up etc), to enable
training and achieve good results [2, 20, 27].
Chen et al in [28], while addressing the task of representation learning with VAE, developed
a more principled way to alleviate the problem and demonstrated efficient integration of
VAE and autoregressive encoder/decoders. Using concepts from information theory, they
analysed the conditions under which the posterior collapses to the prior and arrive at the
(retrospectively obvious) result that ” information that can be encoded locally, at either the
encoder or the decoder, without access to the local code, will be encoded locally”. Building
upon this result they proposed a straightforward method for combining VAE with powerful
auto-regressive encoders/decoders: they propose to only use encoder/decoder architectures
that can learn local structure, hence forcing the latent variables of the VAE to learn higher
level relationships and hierarchies. They named their model the variational lossy autoencoder.
Gaussian Processes: In [29] Tran et al introduced a hybrid VAE-GP model, that shares
some ideas with the normalising flow approach. Their model, which they call the variational Gaussian process, is based on a standard VAE and uses deep GP to apply a series of
complex non-linear transformations on the latent variable samples from the spherical Gaussians. Eleftheriadis et al [30], working on ordinal prediction, follow a different path and
also achieve very good results, with a model they call the variational Gaussian process
autoencoder. They use GP encoders and decoders, retain the structure of the latent space
of the VAE and further condition on the ordinal labels (effectively using a modified form of
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the conditional variational autoencoder) to constraint the latent space embedding and improve performance.
Generative adversarial networks (GANs): Some of the most interesting research in generative models is currently carried out in GANs, which produce the state of the art results
in terms of the quality of generated images. A natural question that is currently being researched actively is how can one combine VAE and GANs to obtain even more powerful
models.
Hu et al in [31] propose such a theoretical framework that successfully integrates elements
from both approaches and applying it they obtain some very interesting new hybrid models.
On a more practical level, Walker et al [7] use a hybrid VAE-GANs model for video frame
prediction. They take advantage of the VAE latent structure to capture high level inter-frame
modelling of movement and use GANs for the image generation. Mescheder et al, in [32]
also present very promising results from a hybrid model. Instead of imposing restrictions
on the form of the posterior (in order to be able to efficiently evaluate the KL divergence
with the prior) they directly approximate the KL divergence with a neural network and try
to learn it by making use of an additional discriminator network, T (x, z). They thus retain
(asymptotically) the theoretical properties of the VAE (and hence are able to learn almost
any posterior distribution) while bridging the gap between GANs and VAEs. They term
their algorithm Adversarial Variational Bayes (AVB) and provide a theoretical proof that,
provided the discriminator is kept close to the optimum value during optimisation, any stable point of the algorithm corresponds to a variational posterior that is the true posterior.
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Anomaly detection

2.3.1

Definition:

As we saw in the introductory chapter an anomaly (or outlier) is ”an observation that
deviates so significantly from other observations as to arouse suspicion that it has been
generated by a different mechanism”, (Hawkins, [11]).
Anomaly detection can then defined as ”the problem of finding observations or patterns
in the data that do not conform to expected behaviour”, (Chandola, [12]). By definition,
anomaly detection belongs to the class of unbalanced classes problems.

2.3.2

Taxonomy of anomalies:

Having defined what constitutes an anomaly, before proceeding to present the main
anomaly detection methods, it is usefull to try to identify which are the main types of anomalies that one should expect to deal with.
At a very abstract level one can identify the following generic categories of anomalies:
Point anomalies: An observation (or a number of such observations) that are characterised
anomalous when considered with respect to the rest of the data. A typical example would
be a fraudulent (high-valued) credit-card transaction which is clearly outside the range of
normal transactions carried out with that credit card.
Collective anomalies: A collection of observations that are anomalous with respect to the
full dataset, although they might not be characterised as anomalous when considered individually. By definition collective anomalies can only occur in datasets where observations
are interrelated (i.e. sequential, spatial, spatiotemporal or graph data). In the stock market,
for example, an occasional daily price drop of a certain stock by 3% would not by-itself
indicate an anomaly. However, ten consequent days of such price drops would by characterised as anomalous price behaviour.
Contextual anomalies: Observations which might be characterised as anomalies or not dependent on the context. A weather temperature of −5o C in London would not, for example,
be considered an anomaly in January but it would be considered so during August.
Figure 2.4 (reproduced from [12]) illustrates the three main types of anomalies.
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Figure 2.4: Anomaly types (reproduced from [12]:)
(a). Point anomalies, (b). Contextual anomalies, (c). Collective anomalies.

2.3.3

Selecting the method:

The selection of an outlier detection method is usually performed by taking into account a combination of parameters, such as:
1. Nature of input data: (i). type (continuous, binary, categorical, mixed), (ii). dimensionality (univariate or multivariate), (iii). dependencies between different observations
(independent or correlated data).
2. Type of anomaly: (i). point anomalies, (ii). collective anomalies, (iii). contextual anomalies
3. Existence of labelled data: If labelled data exist then supervised anomaly detection
methods can be used. If labels exist for some part of the data then one can consider using
semi-supervised methods4 . Alternatively, if there are no labels at all, unsupervised methods
have to be used.
4. Required detection output: Whether the task requires simple labelling of anomalies or
scoring.
5. Non-stationarity: If states evolve with time and therefore, the normal behaviour also
evolves.
6. Observation noise: If there is observation noise and hence some robust method has to be
used.
7. Adaptive behaviour: When anomalies come from malicious behaviour the adversaries
often try to hide their actions so as to resemble normal system behaviour.

4 In anomaly detection the term semi-supervised methods is often misused to describe setting where labels
exist for only the normal system behaviour and training is based only on that.
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Taxonomy of methods

The problem of detecting anomalous observations in a dataset is very old and has
been extensively studied5 . Despite that (or probably because of that) there is no universally
agreed taxonomy of methods. Different authors tend to emphasise different characteristics
and properties of the various methods and produce different categorisations. Herein, we
will build upon the approach proposed by Chandola et al, in their widely cited review paper,
[12]. We group anomaly detection methods as follows:

2.3.4.1

Classification methods

Implicit assumption: A classifier exists that can distinguishes successfully between the
normal and anomaly classes.
Method: Reformulate the anomaly detection task as a classification problem (multi-class if
there are more than one anomaly classes) and solve it with standard classification methods.
Classification methods commonly used include: support vector machines (SVM), e.g. [34,
35, 36], kernel Fisher discriminant analysis, [37], Bayesian methods, (e.g. naive Bayes,
[38]), neural networks (see section below),decision trees - random forests, e.g. [39], etc.

2.3.4.2

Density/Nearest Neighbour methods

Implicit assumption: Normal instances appear in dense neighbourhoods while anomalies are sparse and isolated (i.e. located far from their k-nearest neighbours, k-NN).
Method: The key point for this class of methods is the introduction of an appropriate distance metric. They can be further divided into two sub-classes:
(i). k-NN distance based methods: anomalies are flagged based on the distance to the kth
nearest neighbour and some emperically determined (dataset dependent) threshold. The key
challenge of this method is the computational of the k-NN alrorithm,
(ii). local density methods: anomalies are flagged by applying a threshold to an anomaly
score calculated based on the local density of point around the each test observation. Calculating a good estimate of the local density is not trivial, especially if the support of the data
distribution has many isolated regions of low density. In practise one has to use one of the
many variants of the local outlier factor method (LOF) of Berunig et al [40].

5 In a 2003 paper by Keogh and Kasetty [33] they counted more than one hundred published methods just
for time series anomaly detection.
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Clustering methods

Underline assumption: Anomalies can be identified based on one of the following
three clustering assumptions:
(i). Normal data appear in clusters, anomaly data are isolated.
(ii). Normal data are dense (i.e. close to the clusters’ centroids) anomaly data are further
away.
(iii). Normal data belong to large and dense cluster, anomaly to small and sparse ones.
Method: A clustering method is used to group the data into clusters and then anomalies are
flagged based on the distance to the cluster centers. Typical methods include: k-means, self
organising maps, the widely used DBSCAN (density-based spatial clustering of applications
with noise) algorithm, etc. - the interested reader is addressed to [12] and references therein.

2.3.4.4

Statistical methods:

Underline assumption: Normal instances occur in high probability regions of a
stochastic model while anomalies occur in low probability regions. Data and anomalies
come from different distributions.
Method: Statistical methods fit a statistical model to the data and apply various statistical
tests to determine if a given observation (data instance) belongs to the model or it should be
characterised as an anomaly. They are divided [41] in two main groups:
(i). Parametric methods, which assume a known underline data distribution and learn the
parameters of that distribution. Observation that deviate from the model assumptions are
flagged as anomalous. (ii). Non parametric methods, which do not a-priori make any assumptions about the data but rather try to infer the model structure from the data6 . Most
commonly used methods are histogram based (i.e. based on the histogram of the empirical distribution) threshold methods and (statistical) kernel function based methods (Parzen
window estimation).
For more information the reader is addressed to [12, 41, 42].

2.3.4.5

Spectral methods

Underline assumption: Data can be embedded in a lower dimensional space where
anomalies are easier to identify.
Method: These are generally two stage methods. First the data are projected in a lower
6 However, an implicit assumption of smoothness of the underline distribution (often also of no isolated
regions) is made.
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dimensional space and then anomalies are identified from that lower dimensional representation with one of the standard anomaly detection methods.
Commonly used dimensionality reduction methods include: principal component analysis
(PCA), independent component analysis (ICA), singular value decomposition (SVD), autoencoders (AE). The most widely used method is PCA (and its variants kernel PCA and
robust PCA).
N.B: Interestingly, contrary to the normal practise in dimensionality reduction tasks, in
anomaly detection tasks the initial projection is often carried out along the directions of minimum variance, in the hope that, while normal observations should be concentrated around
a small range of values in these directions, anomalous observation can deviate significantly.

2.3.4.6

Information theoretic

Underline assumption: Anomalies introduce irregularities in the information content
of the data.
Method: The key point is to select a complexity measure7 and then find the minimal sized
observation sub-set that when removed from the data the difference in complexity is maximised, i.e. the remaining dataset is much more homogeneous and less ”complex”. The
observations in that subset are flagged as anomalous [33].

2.3.4.7

Methods for time-series

Anomaly detection in time series is a very big subject that is practically impossible
to summarise it in a short paragraph. Moreover, it is the class of anomaly detection problems where methods are very often problem specific. We will therefore address the interested reader to the review in [43] and the extensive experimental study in [44] and herewith
present the two general approaches that have been successfully used in many problems.
The traditional approach for dealing with time series anomaly detection is to fit a time series
model to the data (e.g. an ARIMA, GARCH, HMM, state space model, or, more recently,
an RNN model) in order to capture the correlations and seasonalities inherent in the process.
Once the model has been fit, its’ output is subtracted from the actual observations. If the
fitted model is accurate then the residuals are independent and standard anomaly detection
methods for i.i.d. data can be employed.
The other common approach for dealing with time series problems is to use a (sliding) analysis window, and transform the continuous time-infinite vector size detection problem to a
7 Most

often Kolmogorov complexity.
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discrete time fixed size vector problem. One then introduces a similarity measure (dynamic
time warping, DTW, methods [45] currently being the preferred choice amongst practitioners) and proceed to detect anomalies with standard techniques.

2.3.5

Neural network generative models and autoencoders

Although we have found anecdotal references for the use of VAE for anomaly detection in industrial applications8 we have not been able to find much peer-reviewed published
work on the subject. The only relevant publications identified, in the sense that they make
use of (neural network based) generative models for anomaly detection, were:
Soelch et al [49], used a modified version of the variational RNN of Chung et al, [5], named
stochastic recurrent network (STORN), for monitoring robot spatio-temporal non-stationary
data. They successfully detected anomalous behaviour, both in an off-line and in an online
setting. Schlegl et al [50], in a recent publication, report using a convolutional GAN for
anomaly detection in medical images. They trained their model on healthy tomography
images of the retina and reported successful detection of anomalies on unhealthy ones. A
criticism of their approach is that they refer to their method as unsupervised, however, having trained their model solely on healthy images, implies that a part of the dataset had been
labelled and hence, the method is not fully unsupervised.
More relevant to our study is the work of Suh et al [51] who used an echo-state network
and a conditional variational autoencoder for anomaly detection in time-series data. They
demonstrate the efficacy of their method on one synthesised and one benchmark data-set.
However, it is not clear from their work if there is any actual benefit of using an echo-state
network (which is special - rarely used - method for training plain-vanilla RNNs), instead
of using a straight-forward LSTM memory cell.
Autoencoders9 , have been investigated for anomaly detection tasks, although the first few
publications (from 2002, e.g. see [52]) used the misleading term RNNs (which in the
anomaly detection literature of the era was an acronym for replicator neural networks).
Despite the fact that it was recognised that they could be used for anomaly detection, actual
applications were until recently very limited - probably due to a combination of factors such
as the lack of knowledge about neural networks, the perceived difficulty of training them
8 For

example in machine learning forums (e.g. [46, 47, 48]).
class of (deterministic) neural network models that learn to output a reconstruction of their input. Like
the VAE they have an encoder and a decoder, however, their latent space consists of standard, deterministic
neurons - for more information the reader is addressed to chapter 3.
9A
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and the existence of other well established methods that performed well on specific tasks.
With the revival of interest on neural networks, after 2012, publications related to anomaly
detection with autoencoders resurfaced. Typical publications include:
Tagawa et al [53] who used a denoising autoencoder for fault detection in automotive engine data. Dau et al [54] demonstrated anomaly detection with a standard autoencoder on
six benchmark datasets. Medel and Savakis [55] employed a powerful convolutional-LSTM
autoencoding architecture for video frame prediction and anomaly detection based on the
reconstruction error. Andrews et al [56] followed a hybrid approach, by using a shallow
autoencoder and one-class SVM classifier in the latent space to detect anomalies in freight
containers. Chalapathy et al [57] introduced an additional term in the cost function of a autoencoder, to develop a new type of autoencoder, which is robust to the presence of outliers
in the training set.
N.B.: All publications related to anomaly detection with neural network generative models
or autoencoders assume the existence of a training set with labelled examples (or examples
that are known to belong to the normal class).

Chapter 3

Background Material
Neural Networks (NN)

3.1

Introduction:
Variational autoencoders belong to a class of deep generative neural networks models

which extend deterministic neural networks by introducing stochastic elements. Being a
special class of neural network models, an introduction to variational autoencoders necessarily starts with an introduction to neural networks.
This chapter provides general background material on neural networks. It introduces the
main concepts, terminology, notation and methods. It has been prepared as a standalone introduction for readers with limited familiarity with neural networks. It includes a sufficient
amount of information to make the thesis self-contained and provides references to other
documents for the reader that wishes to study the subject in more depth.
The chapter starts with an introduction to neural networks (N.N.) and proceeds to present
the main architectures, namely: fully connected, convolutional and recurrent neural networks. It ends with a short discussion of practical aspects of neural network training such
as optimisation, regularisation etc.

3.2

Neural Networks (NN)
Artificial neural networks are systems of interconnected processing units which are

trained to perform complex learning tasks. Initial research was motivated by trying to built
systems that emulate the way that biological networks of neurons operate in the human
brain. In fact the first neural constructions, such as the binary decision unit of McCulloghPits (introduced in 1943 as cited in [9]) and the perceptron (introduced by Rosenblatt in
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1958 as cited in [9]), were direct simplifications of the way that real neurons were understood to operate. Nowadays, however, research on neural networks has become largely
independent of their biological counterparts and analogies, when they are found1 , are often considered as an interesting by-product of the main research. To economize on jargon,
hence forth, the term neural networks will be used to refer to artificial neural networks and
the term biological neural networks will be used to refer to their biological counterparts.
Neural networks are composed of connected layers of (artificial) neurons which are able
to learn from data (i.e. past experience) in order to perform complex tasks. In machine
learning terminology, learning from data is known as implementing a learning algorithm,
which is defined as:”learning from experience S with respect to some class of tasks T and
performance measure P, if the performance at tasks T, as measured by P, improves with
experience.”, definition from [9].
In its simplest form, a biological neuron can be abstracted as a decision unit, which receives
one or more input signals, processes them according to some rule, compares the result to
a threshold and, based on that, makes a decision to emit a signal downstream. In a similar
manner, the building blocks of modern NN are artificial neurons which receive multiple
inputs, calculate a weighted sum (usually also adding a bias) and based on some decision
rule, called the activation function, emit an output.

Figure 3.1: Abstraction of a basic neuron.

Using the notation from figure 3.1 and a rectified linear unit neuron (the most widely
used type of neuron today) (ReLu), one can mathematically express the output of the neuron,
given input vector x, as a two step process: first the weighted sum, α = wT x + b, (using a
set of weights w and bias b) is performed and then y = max(α, 0) is emitted. In the case of
the relu neuron the bias, b, effectively acts as the threshold determining if the weighted sum
of a certain set of inputs will be allowed to pass through the neuron.
A large number of different activation functions have been developed over the years
1 Very

interesting analogies are often indeed found, e.g. see [58].
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and modern neural networks are built by constructing complex topologies, network architectures of a large number of connected neurons.
Neural networks are divided into two broad classes (based on the flow of information
within the network): (i). Feed-forward neural networks (FFNN), when information flowsfrom the input to the output (only), (ii). recurrent neural networks (RNN) when information
also flows back from the output towards the input, i.e. feedback connections exist.

3.2.1

Feedforward Neural Networks (FFNN)

3.2.1.1

Fully Connected Networks (FC)

Fully connected feedforward networks are composed of several layers of neurons
stacked one after another, with information only allowed to flow in one direction (from
the input to the output). All intermediate layers of such networks are commonly called hidden layers2 , while the first and the last layers are called input and output layers respectively.
Within the layers, each neuron performs a weighted sums of its input with the result being
passed through an activation function (i.e. a non-linearity) in order to determine the output
(called the activation) that will be passed to the connected neurons of the next layer.
Layers are named according to the activation function applied to their neurons, e.g. a ”relu
layer” is a layer with neurons with the relu activation function. In the special case when the
activation function is the identity function (i.e. the output of the neuron is the weighted sum
of the inputs), the layer is called a linear layer. N.B.: Some authors refer to the activation
functions as layers in their own right (which apply a non-linear operation, element-wise, to
the output of linear layers).
Neurons within a layer are only connected to other neurons in the layers before or after (i.e.
there are no connection between neurons in the same layer). By convention, the weights
that connect the neurons of the layer with the neurons of the previous layer are named after
the layer (as well as the biases of the neurons of each layer). When each neuron in a layer is
connected to each and every neuron in the layers before and after it, then the layer is called
fully connected layer. Figure 3.2, reproduced from [59], shows a feedforward network with
four layers: an input layer with six neurons, a first fully connected hidden layer of four
neurons, a second hidden layer with three neurons and an output layer with a single neuron.
Each layer can be understood as a vector valued function that takes as input the vector of
outputs of the previous layer and produces a vector valued output.
2 Since

they cannot be ”seen” (i.e. they are ”hidden”) from either the input or the output of the network.
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Figure 3.2: Feedforward neural network with two hidden layers

Training the neural network:Training a neural network involves learning the weights (and
biases) of the neurons in the various layers. It is an iterative procedure, which consists of
varying the network parameters (i.e. weights and biases) in small incremental steps, in such
a way as to make the networks’ output approach a desired, target output.
Using the notation from the definition of the learning algorithm, we call S = {(x(i) , y(i) )}Ni=1
the training dataset, consisting of the independent, identically distributed (i.i.d.) samples of
some continuous (or discrete) variable x (i.e. the experience from which the network will
learn), y the desired network outputs (the target values for the task, T ) and ỹ(i) the prediction
of the network for input x(i) .
Treating successive layers as vector-valued functions acting upon the output of each previous layer, one can calculate the output ỹ(i) for a given input xi as:


ỹi = f(L) f(L−1) f(L−2) ...( f(1) (xi ))...
where L is the number of layers and f(k) (xi ) is the action of layer k (i.e.
ear transformation and non-linearity) on input xi .
loss function L (y, ỹ), (i.e.

(3.1)
lin-

We now need to introduce a

the performance measure, P) to measure the dis-

parity between the networks prediction, ỹ (for input x) and the target value y.
The form of the loss function depends on the type of problem. For classification problems the common choice is to use the cross entropy loss3 which is defined as:
C

L = − ∑ yi log pi
i

3 Effectively

the negative log-likelihood of the predictions.

(3.2)
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where C denotes the number of possible classes, pi is the probability predicted by the network for class i and yi is a vector of size C all zeros except an one at the position corresponding to the correct class4 .
For continuous valued output problems, called regression problems in the literature, the
common choice is to use the squared loss.
L = (ỹ − y)2

(3.3)

Depending on the exact requirements of a problem, other loss function are also used, e.g.
see [60].
Back-propagation: Having calculated the output of the network, equation 3.1 for a certain
input, xi and having introduced the performance metric (loss function), one can use the basic
calculus of variation and the chain rule of differentiation to find how much each model parameter (i.e. weights and bias of every neuron) influences that loss and hence determine an
update rule for the network parameters. This update rule, called the the back-propagation
algorithm (re-invented in [61]) was one of the three main drivers5 for the dramatic developments in neural networks in the last thirty years. A detailed exposition of the algorithm
is beyond the scope of this short introduction (the reader is addressed to any introductory
text in neural networks, e.g. [9], [59]). The key point to grasp is that for performing backpropagation one has to calculate the partial derivatives of the loss with respect to all model
parameters and inputs. The whole process is summarised below:

ỹi = f(L)

Forward pass:

f(L−1) ( f(L−2) ...( f(1) (xi ))...)

(3.4)
(3.5)

L (ỹ − y)
Backward pass:

4 This

J

∂L ∂yj

∂L
=
∂ xi

j=1

∂L
=
∂ θi

∑ ∂ y j ∂ θi

∑ ∂ y j ∂ xi
J

∂L ∂yj

(3.6)
(3.7)
(3.8)

j=1

is called a one-hot encoding of the true class label.
other two factors being the availability of large datasets and, equally importantly, the exponential
increase in computational power.
5 The
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where we have grouped the network parameters (weights and biases) under the symbol θ
and

∂L
∂ θi

3.2.1.2

denotes the partial derivative of L w.r.t. θi

Convolution Neural Networks (CNN)

What they are: CNN are a special type of neural networks, used for processing gridlike data that exhibit patterns that repeat themselves at different scales and locations. They
were inspired by the findings of neuroscience research on the vision systems of mammals.
Originally, they were developed for image processing tasks, where a certain pattern can
appear at various positions within an image but most of the times one is interested in only
identifying if the pattern is present or not. They key characteristic in CNN is that (contrary,
for example, to FCNN) weights are shared across different points of an image, i.e. the same
weights (the kernel) are shifted and applied across the whole image. Moreover, instead of
the matrix multiplication operations with the weights used for calculating the neurons activations in fully connected networks, in CNN the mathematical operations are convolutions6 .
By applying the same weight matrix to the whole image, CNN achieve a significant reduction of network parameters. Any neural network that includes at least one layer where the
standard matrix multiplication between activations and weights has been substituted with
convolutions[9] is called a convolutional network.
The terminology of CNN is different than that of other types of neural networks, due to the
different operating principle. The most commonly used terms are presented below:
Kernel: The kernel (or filter), k, is the main element of a convolution layer. It is the weight
matrix (of size kxk) that will be convolved (cross-correlated if one wishes to retain mathematical correctness) with the input. The total number of weights in a kernel of size k are k2 .
Stride: The stride, s, controls the step size of the convolution operation and hence the size
of the output. A stride of s means that the kernel is slid in steps of size s across the input
which will result in reduced resolution at the output (but also faster processing). The stride
also helps achieving invariance to local translations.
Padding: Padding amounts to artificially increasing the size of the input by adding p zeros
along its’ edges. It is applied before a convolution operation with the purpose of preserving
resolution. In software implementations two common settings are usually provided:
(i). ”SAME”, pads with p =

(k−1)
2

zeros each edge of the input (k is the kernel size) and

results to a new input that when convolved with a kernel of size k will result to an output of
6 The actual operation is cross-correlation and not convolution, but the name convolution has been adopted
in the literature and therefore we will follow convention and also use this term in this thesis.
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the same size as the original input, (ii). ”VALID”, no padding is applied.
Dilation rate: The dilation rate, r controls the step size of the weight elements of the kernel. It is used to increase the receptive field without increasing the size of the kernel (for
faster training). Given a kernel of size k a dilation rate r increases the effective rate to:
k=k
´ + (k − 1)(k − r). A dilation rate of 1 results in a dense kernel (i.e. there are no gaps
between the kernel elements), a dilation rate of two introduces two extra steps along each
direction (e.g. increasing the effectively size of 3x3 kernel to 5x5) etc. For a kernel of size
k and a dilation rate, r, padding, p, stride,s and an input of size N, the size of the output
 N+2p− k+(k−1)(k−r) 
will be given by: M =
+1
s
Figure 3.3 that follows schematically presents the basic convolution operations.

Figure 3.3: Convolution operations with a 3x3 kernel (reproduced from [60]).
(a). plain convolution (b).padded convolution,
(c). dilated convolution, (d). transposed convolution

Transposed convolution: Transposed convolution (also known as up-convolution7 , or
fractionally strided convolution) is a reverse operation (effectively a non-linear interpolation) applied in order to increase resolution. It is the opposite of strided convolution and
constists of augmenting the input with zeros and applying a convolution to the new (enlarged) input and hence increasing the size of the output. For kernel size k, stride size s,
padding size p and an input of size N the output size will be: M = s(M − 1) + k − 2p
Pooling: Like striding, pooling is used to reduce resolution and achieve local translation
invariance. There are three commonly used of pooling: (i). average pooling, when local averages over size m points of the input are computed, (ii). max pooling, when the maximum
of the input over patches of size m is computed, (iii), global pooling, when max or average
pooling it applied to the whole input, transforming it to a single scalar quantity. Pooling is
usually implemented as a separate layer and is applied after convolution layers.
7 Sometimes also called de-convolution, although this is a rather serious abuse of terminology, since the
de-convolution is a well defined and completely different mathematical operation.
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N.B.: Although pooling was generally considered to be indispensable in CNN architectures,
recent studies have shown that it can substituted with strided convolutions and hence obtain
fully convolution based networks [62] which achieve similar or even better results. This is
the approach that has also been adopted in this work.
Bottleneck layer: A bottleneck layer is a convolution layer with a kernel of size 1. It does
not capture any spatial context but rather operates across channels (i.e. in depth) and is
applied in order to summarise information8 and reduce depth. It is used before slower, standard, k ∗ k convolution layers in order to increase efficiency (since it is faster to compute).
It can also be used to increase depth.

3.2.2

Recurrent neural networks (RNN)

Recurrent neural networks (RNN) allow feedback connections between the output and
the input. They have been traditionally used for processing sequential and time series data,
but lately they have been successfully applied to other complex tasks such as image compression, missing pixel imputation (in images) etc.
At any given time-step, the output of the network depends on the current input and on
the output at the previous time-step9 . Therefore, fed with a sequence of data points,
x = (x1 , .., xT ), RNN learn a sequence of conditional probabilities (at each time step) which
can be used, by applying Bayes rule, to obtain the joint distribution of the sequence10 :
T

p(x1 , .., xT ) = p(x1 ) ∏ p(xt |x1 , .., xt−1 )

(3.9)

t=1

where p(xt |x1 , .., xt−1 ) should be understood as pθ (xt |x1 , .., xt−1 ) where θ are the parameters
of the neural network (weights and biases).
The diagram of a simple RNN neuron is shown in figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4: A simple RNN cell.
(reproduced from [63])
8 Effectively

performing a linear projection across channels.
in terms depends on the previous input and output etc.
10 Assuming calculating the probability of observing the initial observation is tractable.
9 Which
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In order to analyse RNN we unroll them through time to obtain a diagram that is familiar from standard neural networks (figure 3.5).

Figure 3.5: Unrolling an RNN cell through time.
(reproduced from [63])

With this diagram one can treat the RNN as a standard (shallow) neural network with
three set of parameters11 which are shared across timesteps: (i). θi for processing the input
vectors, (ii). θh , for processing the horizontal connection between timesteps and (iii). θo ,
for producing the outputs. The negative log-likelihood of the sequence can be found by
taking the logarithm of equation12 3.9:
T

L(x1 , x2 , ..., xt | θ ) ∝ − ∑ logθ (xt |x1 , .., xt−1 )

(3.10)

t=1

Training: The RNN is trained by minimising the negative log-likelihood of the sequence,
equation 3.10 using any of the standard optimisation methods. Because optimisation is carried out in the unrolled graph, the algorithm is called back-propagation through time. In
practise, for long sequences, it is common to reduce the number of back-propagation steps
(to reduce computational time) to a fixed number of steps, a technique known as truncated
back-propagation.
Limitations: Although RNN are extremely powerful, they still suffer from the fundamental
limitation of the exploding/vanishing gradients problem13 . Unless they are initialised very
carefully [64], as the steps of back-propagation through time increase, the gradients tend to
either explode or vanish (for an intuitive explanation see [13]) which inhibits learning and
leads to catastrophic forgetting.
The exploding gradient problem can be dealt with by clipping the maximum value of gradients above a certain threshold. The vanishing gradients problem, on the other hand, is
11 We

will use the notation θ for the parameters of the network to denote both weights and biases.
ignore the prior term p(x1 ) hence the use of the ∝ sign.
13 Which becomes more acute when fed with long sequences and have to recall information across many time
steps.
12 We
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much more difficult to resolve and requires a completely different approach. The LSTM
architecture, presented in the next section, has been introduced for exactly this reason.

3.2.2.1

Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) Units

LSTM units were introduced [65] as a structured way to tackle the vanishing gradient
problem. They are memory units with a gated architecture that enables them to retain information for a large number of steps.
The key to LSTMs is the cell state which stores the memory of the unit and is interconnected
with the rest of units using gates (implemented by sigmoid units) in a way that, if required,
it is very easy for information to flow along it unchanged. The sigmoid gates, which output
numbers between zero and one, decide how much information should be allowed to pass. A
value of zero (i.e. an open gate) does not allow any information through, while a value of
one (i.e. a closed gate) allows all the information to flow through the gate.
An LSTM unit has three sigmoid gates: (i). the reset gate, which controls what part of the
cell memory should be reset at each time step, (ii). the input gate, which controls what part
of the current input should be passed to the cell memory, and (iii). the output gate which
determines what the current output of the units should be.
Figure 3.6 depicts the diagram of an LSTM cell.

Figure 3.6: Block diagram of LSTM cell (reproduced from [63]).
ft : forget gate, it :input gate, ot :output gate.

As can be seen from figure 3.6, unlike the simple RNN, no activation function is applied along the upper path, which is the memory (i.e. the cell) of the unit, hence the vanishing gradient problem is alleviated and information can be retained in the cell unaltered for
a large number of steps.
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The equations of the LSTM (based on the implementation in [66]) are:
it = σ (Wi xt +Whi ht−1 + bi )
ft = σ (W f xt +Wh f ht−1 + b f )

(3.11)

ot = σ (Wo xt +Who ht−1 + bo )
c̃t = tanh(Wg xt +Whg ht−1 + bg )
where i, f and o are the input, forget and output gates respectively and c̃ the current memory
candidate. The actual memory (i.e. cell) update will be determined by the (element-wise,
Hadamard) with the input gate. The cell state and unit output after the updates will be:
ct = ft

ct−1 + it

ht = ot
where

c̃t

(3.12)

tanh(ct )

denotes the Hadamard product.

Following the success of the LSTM cell many authors have proposed modifications or improvements over the basic architecture of the cell. The basic LSTM cell, however, remains
in wide use and it was the memory cell used in this study also.
From the various modifications to the basic architecture the one that, in our opinion, warranties special mention is the gated recurrent units (GRU) [67] which have simpler architecture, less parameter, are easier (and faster) to train and in many application have been
demonstrated to have indistinguishable performance with the LSTM.
Vertical stacking: LSTM (ang GRU) cells can be vertically stacked in multiple layers, to
form deep networks. Vertical stacking is usually a more efficient way to increase performance compared to increasing the size of the cell.
N.B.: This section on LSTM has been kept short due to space limitations. LSTM are extremely powerful architectures and the interested reader is addressed to the original paper
[65], [63] for a gentle introduction, [68] for a detailed study and comparisons of different
LSTM architectures and to all relevant papers by Alex Graves, e.g. [66], who has done
much interesting work in the area.

3.2.3

Other practical aspects of neural network applications

Optimisation: The process of optimising the network parameters for a specific task
(by using the back-propagation algorithm to minimize the loss function) is called optimisa-
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tion.
Optimisation in neural networks is mostly performed with gradient based - first order
- optimisation methods14 . Gradient descent optimisation works by calculating the gradient
of the loss function (average value over the whole data-set) w.r.t. the network parameters
and then taking a small step, proportional to it, in the direction that reduces the loss, i.e. the
update rule is:
θk+1 = θk − αk

∂L
(θk )
∂θ

(3.13)

where αk is the learning rate that determines the size of the step taken at each iteration of
the algorithm.
Evaluating the gradient over the full data set (a full training epoch, as a pass through
the full dataset is called) in order to perform a parameter update can often be extremely
time-consuming (typical machine learning datasets consist of hundreds of thousands of observations). It is more efficient (and leads to faster convergence) to perform many parameter
updates per epoch by calculating the gradient over randomly selected subsets of data (called
mini-batches). This method, called stochastic gradient descent, produces a (noisy) estimate
of the true gradient, which is much faster to calculate and has been empirically found to
significantly accelerate training.
Many improved versions of gradient descent have been proposed. Momentum, which
is inspired by the way that physical objects move under the influence of external forces and
friction, for example, seeks to update the gradient along directions that consistently (i.e.
over successive iterations) reduce the loss function. The momentum update rule is:
∂L
(θk )
∂θ

(3.14)

θk+1 = θk + vk+1

(3.15)

vk+1 = ηvk − α

where ηk vk is the momentum at iterate k and ηk the friction coefficient, and αk the learning
rate. An improvement over momentum is Nesterov’s accelerated gradient descent, see [13]
for more information.
Another particularly useful and widely used (more complex) method is the Adam optimizer [69], which builds upon momentum and also introduces (adaptive) variable learning
14 Although high-performing, but computational demanding, higher order methods exist and, problem permitting, are also used, see [13], [60].
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rates per parameter. For an comprehensive review (and comparison) of various gradient
based optimisation methods the interested reader is addressed to [70].
Initialisation: Careful weight initialisation is very important in neural networks, as it can
accelerate training significantly (and often help in finding a better local optimum of the optimisation surface). The general approach is to use small random initial weights (usually
sampled for a zero mean normal, or truncated normal, distribution) and scale the variance
inversely proportional to the number of neurons in each layer (i.e. in order to have equal
total variance, ”energy”, per layer). Several variants of this scheme exist (as well as different approaches). In this study we have used the popular Xavier15 initialisation, scheme
[71] which scales the varience of the weights in each layer according to:

2
nin +nout ,

where nin

are the number of inbound connections to each neuron in the layer and nout the number of
outbound connection to each neuron in the layer.
Error terminology: Training set error is the error of a model when evaluated on the training set. Generalisation error is the error of a model when evaluated on unseen data.
In machine learning (and therefore in neural networks models) we are interested in the
generalisation performance of models and therefore our aim is to develop models that will
exhibit small generalisation error.
Overfitting: Overfitting occurs when, during training, the training error of an algorithm
continues to decrease but the error on unseen data (e.g. in a held-out set of observations)
increases. A model that has been trained to overfitting levels, will produce a small value of
training error but will exhibit poor generalisation to unseen data (i.e. large generalisation
error). Overfitting is an indication of a too powerful model been used for the problem at
hand (e.g. a high order polynomial being used to model noisy but linearly related data and
ending up modelling the linear trend and the noise), a small dataset, or both. Assuming that
both the type of model employed (i.e. the complexity of the modelling algorithm) and the
number of data are fixed, overfitting is generally dealt with one of the following methods:
1. Regularisation:
L1, L2: L1 and L2 regularisation involves adding an extra term in the cost function of
the neural network which penalises the sum of the k · k1 or k · k2 norms of the weight
vectors. L1 regularisation produces sparse solutions, with many weights being driven
exactly to zero. L2 regularisation tends to retain more weights with small but non15 Also known as Glorot initialisation after the name of Xavier Glorot who published the method (with Y.
Bengio).
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zero amplitudes. Although L2 regularisation is somewhat most commonly used, both
methods are popular and often they are used in combination with other methods, such
as dropout presented below.
Weight normalisation: Weight normalisation involves reparametrising the weight
vectors of each layer of a neural network as a unit vector and a scalar, hence decoupling the direction of the weight vector from the amplitude of the weights [72].
It accelerates training and usually helps the network achieve better performance. It
can be applied to all types of networks (even on recurrent connections) and its speed
advantage becomes more evident with convolutional neural networks due to weightsharing16 .
Dropout: Dropout is a completely different and very efficient approach to regularisation. It was introduced in 2014 by Srivastavae at al, [73], and has since become
a standard part of every deep learning optimisation toolboox. It achieves large improvements, both in terms of reducing overfitting, and in terms of the performance of
the trained models (i.e. reaching a better local optimum). It involves, during training,
randomly omitting a fraction17 of neurons on each training batch. This prevents complex co-adaptations in which a neuron is only helpful in the context of several other
specific neurons co-firing and rather each neuron is encouraged to learn more robust
representations. At test time all network weights are used (rescaled by the inverse of
the dropout rate to recover the correct output scale).
Another very interesting application of dropout is that it can be used during inference
(for models trained with it) to obtain a Bayesian estimate of model uncertainty. The
interested reader is addressed to [74] and references therein.
2. Data augmentation: involves artificially augmenting a dataset by introducing new
data that consist of lightly perturbed versions of the original training data. Typical
transformation can include the addition of a small amount of random noise, in images the application of afine transformations (e.g. small rotations, translations, mirroring) etc. Provided that the transformations chosen are fit for the problem (i.e. the
augmented data can be considered legitimate - they come from the same generative
16 It has the added advantage that it is reported to work well in generative models - where batch normalisation,
as was verified in this work, does not work well.
17 In the original paper the authors used a 50% fraction, although in most recent application the the actual
percentage is treated as a hyper-parameter adapted according to the specific task and network architecture.
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distribution as the original data), data augmentation is a very efficient way of reducing
overfitting and improving the robustness of a model.
3. Early stopping: Early stopping involves, during training, the periodic monitoring
of the performance of the model on a different18 , held-out set of data (commonly
called the validation set), and the termination of training when the performance of
the algorithm on the validation set starts deteriorating. In practise, one usually allows
training to continue for a few epochs after the first indication of overfitting, since often
that could be associated with a local optimum and performance could start improving
again. When the early stopping condition is reached, training stops, the algorithm
recalls the parameters that corresponded to the last epoch before an increase in the
validation set error occurred and the trained model is saved.
Splitting the data into training, validation and test sets: In order to monitor for overfitting during training and to be able to evaluate the generalisation performance of the trained
algorithm, the dataset is usually split into three parts: (i). the training set (usually 60-70%
of the data), (ii). the validation set (usually 15-20% of the data) and (iii). the test set (another 15-20% of data). The training set is used for training the algorithm. The validation
set is used for periodically19 evaluating performance in order to check for overfitting and/or
select the values of hyperparameters. The test set is used only once, after training has been
completed, as a proxy for the generalisation performance of the trained model to unseen
data.
N.B.: (i). It is very important that the dataset is randomly shuffled before the split takes
place to ensure that no artificial correlations within datasets are accidentally introduced20 .
For unbalanced class problems, stratified sampling should be applied to ensure that the
distribution of class in each set are commensurate to the distribution of classes in the full
dataset. (ii). If the training dataset is small, often in practical applications, after evaluating performance on the test set, the model is retrained in the full dataset21 . Although this
method often works in practise, it should be kept in mind that the calculated test error can
not, in this case, be used as a proxy of generalisation performance.
18 That

is to say, in addition to tracking the performance in the training set.
once every few epochs
20 In classification settings, for example, provided data are often sorted by class label.
21 Using an early stopping heuristic, such as stopping when the training error reaches the value observed
before overfitting occurred during training).
19 typically
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k-fold cross validation, [75] is a different approach to monitoring performance on a heldout set. It involves splitting the data into only two datasets: (i). the training set (typically
80% of the data) and (ii). the validation set (typically 20% of the data). The training set
is itself split in k parts (folds) and the model is trained k-times, each time on a dataset that
excludes one of the k-folds from the training set and using the excluded data as the validation
set. The average validation set error is then used as a proxy for validation set error, and the
standard deviation as an estimate of the expected variation in performance. Although k-fold
cross validation is a very effective training technique and returns more accurate estimates
than the basic ”training-validation-test set” split method, it is not used very much in neural
networks, due to the very long training times of neural networks.
Hyper-parameter tuning refers to the process of tuning global hyper-parameters (not
weights or biases) such as: the learning rate, regularisation constant, dropout rate, layers
size - or even comparing different neural network architectures. Although it can, in principle, be done in a structured way, it often involves using input from ones’ own experience
since the number of possible parameter combinations might be very large (or infinite) and
the time required to test each combination large.
A structured approach to hyper-parameter tuning involves first preparing, for each hyperparameter, a list of values to be tested and then to perform either:
(i). grid search: All combinations (i.e. all points in a hyper-grid in the parameter space)
are successively evaluated. Grid search, which is usually the first choice for hyperparameter tuning, is in practise feasible only when the number of hyper-parameters is small (or the
total number of parameter combinations is small).
(ii). random search: Combinations from the parameter hyper-grid are randomly sampled.
Random search is usually a good alternative to grid search when the number of parameters
is large. Although it might seem counter-intuitive at first, its rationale becomes clearer if
one considesr that, in practise, only a few parameters usually have a large influence on the
results. Therefore, there is little benefit in performing an exhaustive search over parameters that have little influence on the results (and hence sampling can significantly speed up
search along these directions).
(iii).Bayesian optimisation: Bayesian optimisation builds about the rationale that led to
the introduction of the random search method, and provides a structured way for using
information from each evaluated parameter combination in order to identify directions of
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maximum potential increase in performance and eventually concentrate optimisation along
these (i.e. it follows an exploration-exploitation strategy). Starting by evaluating a few
parameter combinations for initialisation, it then fits a Gaussian Process (GP) regression
model to the results. Subsequent evaluation points are selected by maximising an appropriate acquisition function built on top of the GP regression model. At the first stages of
optimisation this involves finding parameter combinations that have the largest potential for
performance improvement (points where the fitted model has highest uncertainty), while at
later stages the search is concentrated in areas of the parameter space with optimal predicted
performance . For more information the interested reader is addressed to [76] and the very
illustrative examples in the repository of the python implementation of the method [77].

Chapter 4

Background Material
Variational Autoencoders
Chapter Summary: This chapter provides background material on variational autoencoders. It starts with a short section on (non-variational) autoencoders (AE), and proceeds
to introduce in detail variational autoencoders (VAE), the main subject of this thesis. The
chapter ends with the introduction of conditional variational autoencoders (CVAE).

4.1

Autoencoders (AE)
Autoencoders are deep neural networks that are trained to reproduce their input to their

output. They operate by learning an internal representation of the input, h, referred to as
the code1 by some authors [9], and then producing a reconstruction of the input, x̃ based
on that internal representation. As such, autoencoders can be conceptually understood as
consisting of two parts (see also figure 4.1): (i). an encoder f (x), that maps the input x to
the code, i.e. h = f (x), and, (ii). a decoder, g( f (x)), which maps the code to the output,
x̃ = g(h).
Since a trivial solution to the autoencoding task would be to learn the identity function,
i.e. to just copy the input to the output, additional constraints (either capacity constraints
or other special restraints) are introduced, which result in the autoencoder being capable of
only approximately reconstructing the input. This way, the model learns to prioritize certain
aspects of the input and useful properties of the data can be learned/extracted. Several types
of autoencoders have been developed over the years, with characteristics depending on the
specific tasks they were developed for and the type of constraint imposed.
1 The letter h (from the word hidden) has been selected for signifying the code of an encode,r while the letter
z will be used for the latent space of a variational autoencoder, to discriminate between deterministic latent
variables h and stochastic latent variables z.
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Figure 4.1: Directed Graph of an Autoencoder
Input: x, encoding network: f (x), code: h, decoding network: g(h) and reconstruction:
x̃.

Reconstruction loss: From the definition of an autoencoder, it is clear that the learning process should involve the minimization of some loss function, L, that should be related to the
reconstruction error, which is the difference between the input, x, and its’ reconstruction,

x̃ = g( f (x)). The functional form of the loss function, L x, g( f (x)) , depends on the type
of data: e.g. for real valued data it is the mean squared error (MSE), for categorical data the
cross entropy, etc.
Main types: The simplest class of autoencoders which learn to perform a useful task, is
arguably the undercomplete autoencoders. These are autoencoders whose dimensionality
of the internal representation (the code) is lower than the dimensionality of the input (and,
apparently, the output). Undercomplete autoencoders learn a lower dimensional representation of the data, and can be used for dimensionality reduction. In their simplest form,
when the activations of the hidden layers are linear, they learn the same representation as
principal components analysis (PCA), while in the general case (when non-linear activation
functions are used) they can learn highly complex non-linear embeddings [9].
It is important to point out, however, that irrespective of the dimensionality of the code, if
the encoding and decoding neural networks are allowed to become too powerful, then the
autoencoder can learn to memorize the data (by learning a code for each input2 ). It is therefore usually necessary to introduce additional constraints to allow for efficient learning.
2 When working with real numbers even a one-dimensional space, a line, has the capacity to store an infinite
amount of information.
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Another class of autoencoders are the overcomplete autoencoders, which employ a latent
space representation of higher dimensionality than the input and use a penalty (usually a
sparsity penatly) to constraint the capacity of the encoder and decoder and force them to
learn useful representations. In terms of learning, a sparse overcomplete autoencoder involves adding a regularization term Ω(h) on the code layer (hence forcing the code to be
sparse).
Denoising autoencoders, on the other hand, corrupt the input data with noise and, by forcing the decoder to produce a reconstruction of the original (i.e. noise-free) input, they learn
to capture the essential structure of the data and can subsequently be used for the task of

denoising. In terms of the loss function, this involves minimizing: L x, g( f (x̃)) , where x̃ is
the noise corrupted version of the input.
The denoising task can also be achieved with contractive autoencoders, a class autoencoders whose loss function includes a contraction penalty, Ω(h), which forces the encoder
to be invariant to small (i.e. geometrically local) perturbations of its’ input. Contractive
autoencoders are mainly used for their ability to learn the tangent vectors of the data manifold, which is another area of applications of autoencoders. The contractive penalty term
in the cost function is proportional to the squared Frobenius norm of the derivatives of the
2
encoding function i.e. Ω(h) = λ k ∂ ∂f (x)
x kF .

N.B.: This section on autoencoders has been largely been based on [9] and it is provided
as background material before introducing variational autoencoders, which are the main
subject of this thesis.

4.2

Kullback-Leibler (KL) Divergence
The Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence (denoted DKL (P || Q)) measures the difference

between an approximating distribution, P(x) and a true distribution Q(x). Understanding
the notion of the KL divergence is a necessary prerequisite for understanding the operation
of VAE and some of their limitations. For discrete probability distributions it is defined as3 :
N

DKL (P(x) || Q(x)) = ∑ p(x(i ) ln
i=1

3 For

p(x(i) )
q(x(i)

continuous distributions the summation is substituted by integration.

(4.1)
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Using the basic log-product property of the logarithmic function, one can rewrite the KL
divergence as:
N

N

DKL (P(x) || Q(x)) = ∑ p(x(i )ln(p(x(i) )) − ∑ p(x(i )ln(q(x(i) )) ⇔
i=1

i=1



DKL (P(x) || Q(x)) = H P(x) | Q(x) − H P(x) (4.2)


where H P(x) is the entropy of distribution P(x) and H P(x) | Q(x) is the cross-entropy
between distributions P(x) and Q(x). In that perspective, one can understand the KL divergence as a measure of information loss4 from approximating distribution P(x) with Q(x).
Key points:
(i). The KL divergence is always either positive or zero, i.e. DKL (P || Q) ≥ 0, i.e. it cannot
be negative, (ii). The KL divergence is not a metric of distances between distributions. It is
not symmetric in the order of its arguments, i.e. DKL (P || Q) 6= DKL (Q || P) (see figure 4.2)
and it does not satisfy the triangular inequality,

Figure 4.2: Asymmetric nature of the KL divergence (reproduced from [9]).
(a). q∗ , minimizing DKL (p || q), (b). q∗ , minimizing DKL (q || p).

(iii). If the shape of the approximating distribution is different from the shape of the true
distribution (e.g. if the true distribution is multimodal and one tries to approximate it with a
unimodal distribution) then selecting the parameterss of the approximating distribution by
minimizing the KL divergence might not produce a distribution that fits well the data. See
figure 4.3 (reproduced from [78]) for an example of fitting an isotropic Gaussian distribution
to a bi-modal mixture of Gaussian distribution by minimizing the KL divergence . For
4 For a binary number and log-base2 calculus, (log (2n ) = n), one can interpret entropy as the minimum
2
number of bits required to encode information.
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additional information the interested reader is addressed to [14], [78] and references therein.

Figure 4.3: Fitting an isotropic Gaussian distribution to a bi-modal mixture of Gaussian distribution
by minimizing the KL divergence reproduced from [78].
(a). Mixture of Gaussians target distribution, (b). Isotropic Gaussian distribution that
minimizes the KL divergence.

4.3

Variational Autoencoders (VAE)

Introduction: Variational autoencoders were introduced in the end of 2013 in ”AutoEncoding Variational Bayes” by Kigma and Welling [1], and, independently, a few months
later, in ”Stochastic Backpropagation and Approximate inference in Deep Generative Models” by Rezende, Mohamed and Wiestra [10].
Aim: They provide a way to perform efficient approximate inference and learning in directed probabilistic models that involve (unobservable) continuous latent variables and parameters/variables with intractable posteriors.
Method: They involve jointly learning two different models: (i) a recognition model, which
performs a stochastic encoding of the (training) data x towards the latent space z, (ii) a generative model, which maps the points from the latent space back towards the data space.
The algorithm makes use of a combination of (deterministic) deep neural networks, for
parametrizing the approximate distributions, and a (Gaussian) stochastic layer.
Key technical contribution: Being able to perform error back-propagation though stochastic neurons (random variables), by taking advantage of the re-parametrization trick (see below), and using this to perform efficient, gradient based, optimisation of a lower bound of
the marginal likelihood of the data. Training is performed end-to-end and enables learning
all parameters (of both the recognition and the generative model) at the same time.
Mathematical formulation: Let X = {x(i) }Ni=1 be a dataset consisting of independent, identically distributed (i.i.d.) samples of some continuous (or discrete) variable x. Lets further
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Figure 4.4: Variational Autoencoder (VAE) - Graphical Model
(a). Recognition Model (”encoder”), (b). Generative Model (”decoder”)

assume that the data are generated by some random process acting upon some (unobserved)
continuous random variable z (see figure below). 4.4
The generation of a sample x(i) can then be modelled as a two-step process: (i) A sample
z(i) is generated from some prior distribution pθ (z) in the latent space (ii) The sample x(i)
is generated from the conditional distribution pθ (x|z). The two parametric (but unknown)
distributions (parametrized by θ ): pθ (z), pθ (x|z), are assumed to be differentiable w.r.t.
both z and θ almost everywhere, the latent variables unobserved and the marginal likelihood
pθ (x) =

R
Z

pθ (x | z)p(z)dz intractable.

The aim of the algorithm is to [1]:
1. Perform maximum likelihood (MLE) or maximum aposteriori (MAP) estimation of
the parameters θ of the distributions involved (i.e. learning an approximation to the
distributions).
2. Perform approximate inference on the latent variables z given an observation x(i) , i.e.
learning the posterior, pθ (z|x) (”encoding” the data).
3. Perform approximate marginal inference on x,
The full graphical model (including both the recognition and the generative models) is presented in figure 4.5 that follows.
Since calculating the marginal likelihood5 , p(x), (the evidence) is intractable, [1] resort to
5 Or, the marginal log-likelihood, log(p(x)), which, due to the favourable properties of the logarithm, is
preferable for the calculations involved.
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Figure 4.5: Combined Graphical Model for the full VAE
The parameters, φ , of the variational distribution (qφ (z | x)) and θ , of the generative
distributions (pθ (x | z), pθ (z)), are also shown.

to calculating a lower bound instead. They introduce a recognition model, and learn a variational distribution, qφ (x | z), to try to approximate the intractable true posterior pθ (x | z).
The lower bound to the likelihood, referred to as the Evidence Lower Bound, LELBO (x) in
the literature is then obtained as follows6 :
For i.i.d. samples the marginal log likelihood for the whole dataset can be written as the sum
of the likelihood of each individual sample, i.e. log(p(x(1) , x(2) , ..., x(N) ) = ∑Ni=1 log(p(x(i) ).
The log-likelihood p(x) for individual samples can be calculated by integration7 , i.e.:
Z


log pθ (x) = log
pθ (x | z)pθ (z)dz
Z

By introducing the variational distribution qφ (z | x) the integral can be re-written as:
Z
Z

qφ (z | x)
pθ (z)
dz = log pθ (x | z)
qφ (z | x)dz
log pθ (x) = log pθ (x | z)pθ (z)
qφ (z | x)
qφ (z | x)
Z
Z
R

R

And applying Jensen’s inequality, log p(x)q(x)dx ≥ p(x)log(q(x))dx:
Z
 Z
pθ (z) 
pθ (x | z)pθ (z)
log pθ (x) ≥ qφ (z | x) log pθ (x | z)
dz = qφ (z | x) log
dz
qφ (z | x)
qφ (z | x)
Z
Z
The quantity at the right-hand side of the inequality is the required lower bound.
h
 p (x | z)p(z) i Z
pθ (x | z)pθ (z) 
θ
LELBO (x) = Ez∼qφ (z|x) log
= qφ (z | x) log
dz
qφ (z | x)
qφ (z | x)
Z
6 The

derivation of the lower bound presented herein follows the one presented in [60]. The standard way of
obtaining the lower bound, is by starting from the marginal posterior, use Bayes rule to express it in terms of
p(x,z)
the joint, i.e. p(x) = p(x|z) , and then take logarithms.
7 Assuming the integration is tractable.
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where, Ez∼qφ (z|x) denotes an expectation taken w.r.t. z sampled from qφ (z | x).
Proceeding one step further, and using the basic property of the logarithmic function,
log(ab) = log(a) + log(b), one can re-write the ELBO as:

Z
 Z

log pθ (x) ≥ qφ (z | x) log pθ (x | z) dz + qφ (z | x) log
Z

Z

pθ (z)
 dz ⇔
qφ (z | x)

h
i
LELBO (x(i) ; θ , φ ) = Ez∼qφ (z|x) log pθ (x | z) − KL(qφ (z | x)||pθ (z))

(4.3)
(4.4)

In order to learn the parametric distributions, pθ (z|x), pθ (z), qφ (z|x), the lower bound,
LELBO (θ , φ , x), must be differentiated (and optimised) w.r.t. φ , θ .
However, due to the appearance of qφ (z | x) in the expectation, the calculation of the
gradient w.r.t. φ cannot be carried out in closed form and must involve numerical estimation. The standard way to perform that would be through the Monte Carlo score
function estimator: ∇φ EqΦ (z|x) f (z | x) = EqΦ (z|x) f (z | x)∇qΦ (z|x) log qΦ (z | x) ∼

1
L

∑Ll=1 f (z |

x)∇qΦ (z(l) ) log qΦ (z(l) ), z(l) ∼ qzphi (z | x) which, however, exhibits high variance.

Reparametrization trick: Alternatively [1] observed that, given a random variable,
z ∼ qφ (z | x), it is often possible to express z as a deterministic differentiable function
of x and some auxiliary noise variable, ε, i.e. z ∼ gφ (ε, x), where gφ (.) is a (vector valued
function) of x parametrized by φ and p(ε) has an independent marginal. The variational
  −1
posterior is related to gφ (.), p(ε) by: q(z | x) = det ∂∂εgT
p(ε). With this reparametrization the Monte-Carlo estimate of the gradient of the expectation term is transformed to:
 1 L
EqΦ (z|x(i) ) f (z | x(i) ) = E p(ε) f qφ (ε, x(i) ) ' ∑ f qφ (ε, x  )
(i)
L l=1
Auto-Encoding Variational Bayes (AEVB) algorithm: By substituting the above estimator in the lower bound equation one obtains a new estimator which exhibits less variance
(termed Stochastic Gradient Variational Bayes estimator B in the original paper):
B
LELBO
(x(i) ; θ , φ ) '


1 L
logpθ (x(i) | z(i,l) ) − KL(qφ (z | x(i) )||pθ (z)
∑
L l=1

(4.5)

,where: zi,l = gφ (ε(i,l) , x(i) ), ε(l) ∼ p(ε), l is the number of Monte Carlo samples taken per
data point.
For an i.i.d. dataset and training with minibatches of size M, one obtains the total estimator
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Algorithm 1 Minibatch AEVB algorithm.
Typical values: M = 100, L = 1.
θ , φ ← Initialize parameters
repeat
X M ← Random minibatch of M datapoints
ε ← Random samples from noise distribution p(ε)
M
g ← ∇θ ,φ LELBO
(θ , φ ; X M , ε) (Gradients of minibatch estimator)
θ , φ ← Update parameters using gradients g
until convergence of parameters (θ , φ )
return θ , φ

of the lower bound as:
M
LELBO (θ , φ , X) ' LELBO
(θ , φ , X M ) =

N M
∑ LELBO (θ , φ , x(i) )
M l=1

Provided that the minibatch size is large enough (typically 100) it is sufficient to only take
a single sample per datapoint (averaging over the minibatch stabilizes the estimator) which
reduces training time significantly.
Using the aforementioned estimator and minibatch gradient optimisation one can jointly
learn the variatinoal parameters φ , θ . The full algorithm, known as the Auto-Encoding
Variational Bayes (AEVB) algorithm, is presented in Algorithm Table 1.
Variational Autoencoder: The standard form of the VAE algorithm is obtained by using a (deep) neural network for modeling the probabilistic encoder (i.e. qφ (z | x)) and the
AEVB framework for optimization. Using a centered isotropic Gaussian prior over the latent variables, i.e. pθ (z) ∼ N (z; 0, I) and assuming a multivaeiate Gaussian (or multivariate
Bernoulli, in case of binary data) for the likelihood pθ (x | z) - modelling this distribution
also with a deep neural network - results in an intractable posterior pθ (z | x). Assuming
that the true posterior will be close to a multivariate Gaussian with diagonal covariance,
then the variational distribution can also be set to a Gaussian with diagonal covariance, thus
obtaining:

2
log qφ (z | x(i) ) = logN (z; µ(i) , σ(i)
I)
where µ(i) , σ(i) are calculated (for each datapoint) by the encoding neural network (i.e. they
are non-linear functions of each data point).
Since the variational approximation to the posterior is a multivariate Gaussian with diagonal covariance one uses the reparametrization trick for sampling. We sample z(i,l) from
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ε(l) (where ε ∼ N (0, I) (
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signifies element-wise multi-

plication).
An additional advantage of having modelled pθ (z), qφ (z | x) as multivariate Gaussian distributions is that the KL divergence can be computed in closed form and differentiated
analytically without resorting to estimation (e.g. see [1] for proof). The final form of the
lower bound equation then becomes:
LELBO (x(i) ; θ , φ ) '

1
2

J


 1 L
( j)
( j)
( j)
1 + log(σ(i) 2 ) − µ(i) 2 − σ(i) 2 + ∑ log pθ (x(i) |z(i,l) )
L l=1
j=1

∑

with z(i,l) = µ (i) + σ (i)

ε (l)

,

ε (l) ∼ N (0, I) (4.6)

A forward pass through the VAE therefore involves: (i) encoding the input x to vectors µ, σ 2 , (ii) sampling ε from a centered isotropic Gaussian N (z; 0, I), (iii) obtaining the
latent representation (z), by multiply (element-wise) the sampled noise vector with the calculated σ 2 and adding µ, (iv) decoding z to obtain the reconstructed output, (v). calculating
the ELBO. The whole process is depicted in figure 4.6. For more detailed treatment of the
subject, the interested reader is addressed to the detailed tutorial on VAEs [79] and the following key papers [1], [10], [22], [21], [23].
Limitations: The assumption of multivariate Gaussian with diagonal covariance for the
prior and posterior distributions is restrictive on the richness of the latent space embedding distributions that can be learned. If, for example, the true posterior is multi-modal,
as (briefly) discussed in section 2.3, approximating with a uni-modal distribution can lead
to poor results which would usually manifest themselves as an underestimation of the variance of the posterior distribution and biased estimation of model parameters [21]. This is
an issue that have been studied extensively in the literature and various proposals for richer
posterior approximations, such as normalizing flows, [21], inverse autoregressive flows, [1],
householder flows [23] or auxiliary variable models , [16], have been proposed.
Relevance to anomaly detection: Since a variational autoencoder learns a stochastic encoding of the data (i.e. learns a distribution of the input data) and obtains a lower bound
of the likelihood of each observation, one can use the value of the evidence lower bound
calculated for a new observation to asses8 if this observation is compatible with the training

8 By

comparing it with some threshold - see next chapter for more details.
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Figure 4.6: Forward pass through a variational autoencoder
The parameters, φ , of the variational distribution (qφ (z | x)) and θ , of the generative
distributions (pθ (x | z), pθ (z)), are also shown.

set data distribution. Additionally the magnitude of the ELBO9 can provide an indication of
the uncertainty of the prediction, something which, for many practical problems, is equally
important as locating an anomaly in itself.

9 Actually,

it’s distance from the selected threshold mentioned earlier.
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Figure 4.7: Conditional Variational Autoencoder(CVAE) - Basic Graphical Model
(a). Recognition model, (b). Generative model

4.4

Conditional Variational Autoencoders (CVAE)

Introduction: Conditional variational autoencoders (CVAE) were introduced by Sohn, Yan
and Lee in [8] for the task of learning structured output representations using convolution
neural networks (CNN). However, the concept of learning a conditional distribution (i.e. as
opposed to a marginal) is more general and can be applied in a variaty of tasks.
Method: The core idea introduced was to model the distribution of the high-dimensional
output space using a generative model conditioned on the inputs and maximize the conditional log-likelihood,10 p(y | x, z). In graphical terms their model corresponds to a directed
conditional graphical model with the input variables modulating the prior,11 p(z | x).
Key Contribution: The CVAE is trained to reconstruct the required structured prediction
output, y. During training the model is fed with observation-target pairs, (x, y). During testing the encoder is only fed with the observation, x and produces the target, y. A variation
of the method, which was shown to achieve better results, involved adding to the encoder a
standard feed-forward (’preliminary’) prediction network whose prediction, ỹ, was then fed
back to the input to form the input pair, (x, ỹ), used for structured output prediction.
Mathematical Formulation: The derivation of the lower bound for the conditional variational autoencoder follows the same steps as the derivation of the bound for the standard
variational autoencoder. To avoid being repetitive, the presentation of derivations in this
section will be more condensed, concentrating on the main results. For additional information the interested reader is addressed to the original paper, [8].
Let X = {x(i) }Ni=1 be a dataset consisting of independent, identically distributed (i.i.d.) samples of some continuous (or discrete) variable x and y the output variables generated by a
10 In
11 In

the standard variational autoencoder it is the marginal log-likelihood which is maximized.
the standard VAE model, where the prior is independent of the input.
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Figure 4.8: Conditional Variational Autoencoder(CVAE)
Graphical model with fed-back encoder prediction - generative mode.

random process acting upon x and the (unobserved and continuous) random variables z. For
a given observation, x, the latent variable, z, is drawn from the conditional prior distribution,
pθ (z | x), and y is generated from pθ (y | z, x).
The conditional likelihood is obtained by taking the marginal over the unobserved z, i.e.:
pθ (y | x) =

Z
Z

pθ (y | z, x)p(z | x)dz. Since pθ (z | x) is unknown and intractable, we introduce

the variational distribution qφ (z | x, y) and proceed as in the previous section to write:
Z
Z

pθ (y | z, x)p(z | x)dz =

Z
Z

pθ (y | z, x)p(z | x)

qφ (z | x, y)
dz
qφ (z | x, y)

Taking logarithms and applying Jensen’s inequality, one obtains:
log pθ (y | x) ≥

Z
Z

qφ (z | x, y) log pθ (y | z, x) + log

p(z | x) 
dz ⇔
qφ (z | x, y)




logpθ (y | x) ≥ Eqφ (z|x,y) log pθ (y | x, z) − KL qφ (z | x, y)kpθ (z | x)

(4.7)

We again assume a multivariate Gaussian conditional posterior with diagonal covariance,

i.e. z ∼ N µ(x, y), σ 2 (x, y)I and use the re-parametrization trick to obtain z from z =
gφ (x, y, ε), ε ∼ N (0, I). Approximating the expectation over qφ (z | x, y), with the sum over
L samples of z, one then obtains the evidence lower bound of the conditional variational
autoencoder:
LCVAE (x, y; θ , φ ) =



1 L
log pθ (y | x, z(l) ) − KL qφ (z | x)kpθ (z | x)
∑
L l=1

(4.8)
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Limitations: In the basic form the conditional variational autoencoder suffers from two
limitations: (i). it shares the limitation of the standard variational autoencoder of assuming
a unimodal, multivariate Gaussian with diagonal covariance as the (conditional) posterior
distribution, (ii). it uses a different encoding network for predictions during training and
testing.
Regarding the first limitation, all the solutions proposed for the standard variational autoencoder (presented in the relevant section above) are directly applicable to this model also.
The second limitation stems from the fact that while during training the output y is available and fed to the input of the system, therefore z is sampled from the variational posterior,
qφ (z | x, y), at test time, only the observation x is available and z is sampled from the conditional prior, pθ (z | x). As already mentioned, the proposed solution to that problem is to
introduce (and train) a prediction network at the encoder which, during test time, preforms
a preliminary prediction that is used as input to the full encoding network in order to be able
to sample from the full posterior.
Relevance to anomaly detection: As far as anomaly detection is concerned, the method
presents the following benefits:
1. Conditioning on an additional outcome can be very advantageous when additional
variables which provide useful information about what could be considered normal
or anomalous behaviour are available. A typical example could be in medical data
monitoring, when measurements can either be considered normal or anomalous depending on the age of a subject.
2. If the structured prediction output is set to a binary label corresponding to the label
of the data (normal data/anomalies), then the CVAE can be turned into a ”generative
classifier”. By introducing ordinal values, it can also be used in anomaly detection
tasks that are not strictly binary, e.g. when there are different types of anomalies and
one would, ideally, wish to also know the type of each anomaly detected.

Chapter 5

Methods

5.1

Introduction
This chapters builds upon the background material on neural networks and variational

autoencoders presented in previous chapters to introduce the actual implementations used
for performing anomaly detection with variational autoencoders.
The first part of the chapter introduces an implementation of a standard variational autoencoder in the tensorflow API. It takes advantage of the graph visualisation capabilities of
tensorflow to guide the reader, visually, through the main implementation blocks of a VAE
and then, using a two-dimensional example, demonstrate the notion of the latent space and
random sampling from the latent space.
The second part of the chapter details how variational autoencoders are used for anomaly
detection. It is subdivided in two sections, corresponding to two different problem formulations: (i). when one has access to labelled data (i.e. anomalous observations can be
identified) and training is thus carried out in a supervised (or semi-supervised) manner, (ii).
when one does not have access to labelled data and training has to be carried out in a fully
unsupervised manner.
The chapter closes with a discussion of other implementation issues and a section on the
performance metrics used.

5.2

Implementing a VAE
General: The structure of an actual implementation of a VAE follows directly from

the structure presented in chapter 4, e.g. see figure 4.6. Given a specific type of VAE
(i.e. standard, conditional, auxiliary variables VAE) the core structure, i.e. the main building blocks of the algorithm, remain the same irrespective of the dataset on which is applied.
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What does change, however, depending on the task, is the architecture (e.g FC, CNN, RNN)
of the encoder and decoder neural networks. Therefore, once the general structure of the
model has been introduced, one only has to provide information on the type of the encoder
and decoder networks in order to fully describe a model.
All models presented in this report have been implemented in tensorflow version 1.2.
To introduce the implementations, and in order to eliminate unnecessary repetition and
complexity, it was deemed sensible to develop a baseline, ”educational” (but otherwise
fully functional), version of the standard VAE code and introduce the operation of VAE
using this. Specific details for each of the various architectures (combinations of types of
encoder/decoder) implemented in this work will be provided in the next chapter, which
presents the experiments that were carried out.
Architecture: The baseline model has identical encoder and decoder, each modelled as two
fully connected layers with relu activations, and a 2-dimensional latent space. It has been
trained on the MNIST digits dataset, since it was thought that it would be easier to introduce
the relevant concepts with images. The model has been coded in a way that, when viewed
in tensorboard (the visualisation module of tensorflow), it produces a carefully scoped and
fully annotated computational graph.
The MNIST dataset consists of 70.000 black and white images of digits with a resolution of
28x28 pixels. There are 10 different classes in the dataset, corresponding to the numbers:
(0, 1, 2, , 9). Images are provided flattened, i.e. as 1-D arrays of 28x28 = 784 pixels, and
they have been statically binarised to speed up training (i.e. pixel intensities have been set
to either 0 or 1).
As explained in chapter 3 (see also figure 4.6) a forward pass through a VAE involves four
steps:
1. Encoding the input x to vectors µ, σ 2 .
2. Obtaining the latent representation (z), by sampling a noise vector, ε, from a centred isotropic Gaussian N (z; 0, I), multiplying it (element-wise) with the calculated σ and
adding µ, i.e. z = µ + σ

ε

3. Decoding z to obtain the reconstructed output, x̃.
4. Calculating the evidence lower bound, LELBO (from the reconstruction error and the KL
divergence between the approximate posterior and the prior).
Each of the above steps is implemented as a well defined block in the computational graph.
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Figure 5.1 presents a high-level overview of the actual implementation of the VAE (screenshot from tensorboard).

Figure 5.1: Variational Autoencoder - Overview

One can see the main building blocks of the unit: the encoder, the decoder and the
loss module (LELBO calculation). There is also a saving module, for saving a trained model
to a file (also for loading trained models) and two weight declaration scopes. To enhance
visibility, the weights of the encoder and decoder layers have been purposely scoped outside
the encoder and decoder blocks (where they would normally reside).
Figure 5.2 that follows, zooms into the encoder and decoder weight declaration scopes. The
encoder weights declaration include more elements since the encoder has to produce two
outputs, µ and σ , which will then feed the sampling module.

Figure 5.2: Variational Autoencoder - N.N. Weights
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Figure 5.3 shows a close-in view of the calculation graph of the encoder.

Figure 5.3: Variational Autoencoder - Encoder

Figure 5.4 shows a close-in view of the sampler. One can see the isotropic Gaussian
generator and the multiplication (with σ ) and summation (with µ) operations on its output
required in order to produce z.

Figure 5.4: Variational Autoencoder - Sampler
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Figure 5.5 shows a close-in view of the decoder.

Figure 5.5: Variational Autoencoder - Decoder

Figure 5.6 shows an overview of the LELBO calculation unit.

Figure 5.6: Variational Autoencoder - LELBO block (overview)
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Figure 5.7 shows a close-in view of the LELBO calculation unit.

Figure 5.7: Variational Autoencoder - LELBO block (zoom-in)

Results: Figure 5.8 presents typical samples from the original dataset.

Figure 5.8: MNIST - digits dataset, typical images
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Figure 5.9 presents samples generated from the trained model, by random sampling
(N (O, I2 )) from the latent space.

Figure 5.9: Variational Autoencoder trained on MNIST.

Sampling from the latent space (random sampling: N 0, I2 ).

Figure 5.10 presents samples generated from the trained model as one transverses the
2-dimensional latent space in fixed steps1 (ten steps along each co-ordinate).

Figure 5.10: Variational Autoencoder trained on MNIST.
Traversing the latent space (ten steps in each direction).
1 Since

the latent variables are continuous one can in-principle move in infinitesimally small steps.
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The generative potential of the model is clearly visible from the last two graphs. By
transversing the latent space along any of the two axis (figure 5.10) the model generates
images corresponding to smooth transitions between the various digits. This demonstrate
how the VAE, by using its’ latent space, has captured an internal representation of the original data. Figure 5.9, demonstrates how, by sampling random vectors from the latent space
(according to N (O, I2 )) new unseen images can be generated. From figure 5.9 one can
also observe that the blurriness of the generated images, which is the problem discussed in
sections 2.2.3-4.

5.3

Anomaly detection with VAE
Having introduced our basic implementation of a variational autoencoder, we will now

proceed to present how we can use variational autoencoders to perform anomaly detection.

5.3.1

Labelled data

Lets’ assume a dataset, S = {x(i) , y(i) }Ni=1 , consisting of samples of some, continuous or
discrete, variable2 , x, and labels, y, indicating whether an observation x(i) is normal (y = 0)
or anomalous (y = 1). The detection process is the following:
1. Select the data from the normal class and split them into three parts3 : (i). normal
training set (60% of total), (ii). normal validation set (20% of total), (iii). normal test
set (20% of total). Select the data from the anomalous class and split them into two
sets: (i). anomalous validation set (50% of data), (ii). anomalous test set (50% of
data).
2. Train the VAE (with mini batch training), by minimising4 the lower bound of the
negative log-likelihood, -LELBO , on the normal training set, and, once every epoch,
use the trained model to evaluate the -LELBO on the normal validation set. Based on
this value check for over-fitting and perform early-stopping.
3. Feed the trained model with the normal validation set and anomalous validation set
and store the calculated -LELBOvalid for each observation in the two sets. Print histograms of the calculated -LELBOvalid (e.g. upper graph in figure 5.11).
4. Use Bayesian optimisation5 (with the Fβ -score as a metric) to select an optimum
2A

vector of variables, if the problem is multidimensional.
k-fold cross-validation method (chapter 2) was not used due to the long training times involved.
4 In practise one has to minimise the negative -L
ELBO , since available algorithms are for minimisation.
5 Introduced in the relevant section of chapter two.
3 The
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value for threshold the -LELBO , i.e. above that value an observation will be flagged
as anomaly (e.g. lower graph in figure 5.11)
5. Evaluate the performance of the algorithm on the test set, compute precision, recall,
F1 -score, Fβ -score, ROC, AUC and the confusion matrix. Return the results.

Figure 5.11: Determining the -LELBO threshold with labelled data
Upper graph: -LELBO for normal and anomalous data,
Lower graph: F0.1 curve v.s. values searched by the Bayesian optim. algorithm

The process is presented in algorithmic form in Algorithm box 2 and as a flowchart in figure
5.12 that follows.

• Training set
(normal data)
• Validation sets
(normal/ anomalies)
• Test sets
(normal/ anomalies)

Prepare Data

Train VAE
• Train
• Calculate validation vet
ELBO (normal set)
• Check for stopping
condition

• Calculate validation set
ELBO (normal &
anomalies)
• Apply Bayesian
optimisation algorithm

Select
Threshold

• Precision\recall
• F1-score
• AUC
• Confusion matrix

Return test
set metrics

Figure 5.12: Flow chart of the anomaly detection procedure for labelled datasets
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Algorithm 2 Anomaly Detection with a Variational Autoencoder and Labelled Data.
Typical value: Mt ≥ 100
xtrain , xvalid , xtest ← split normal class data (60-20-20% split)
xa-valid , xa-test ← split anomalous class data (50-50% split)
repeat
VAE ← train with random mini-batches of M datapoints (from xtrain )
-LELBO (xvalid ) ← calculate on xvalid
until -LELBO (xvalid ) stopping condition
return trained VAE
-LELBO-norm , −LELBO-anom ← calculate on xvalid , xa-valid
-LT hreshold ← select based on -LELBO-norm , −LELBO-anom , Fβ -score
-LELBO-test ← calculate on xtest , xa-valid
performance metrics ← calculate based on -LELBOtest , −LT hreshold
return performance metrics:(precision, recall,F1 -score, AUC, confusion matrix)
In terms of programming, the implementation follows the architecture of figure 5.14, with
each block being implemented as a separate function. Saving/loading modules for model
parameters and results have been integrated in each block. The training/testing phase of the
algorithm is determined by setting the state of the corresponding flag in the master function
call. Visualisations were treated as a post-processing task.

5.3.2

Unlabelled data

General case: If labelled data are not available then anomaly detection can still be carried
out, provided an estimate, q, of the expected rate of occurrence of anomalies in the dataset
is available.
Lets’ assume a dataset, S = {x(i) }Ni=1 , consisting of samples of some, continuous or discrete,
variable (or a vector of variables, if the problem is multidimensional) x. The anomaly
detection procedure is the following:
1. Split the data into three parts6 : (i). training set (60% of total), (ii). validation set
(20% of total), (iii). test set (20% of total).
2. Train the VAE (with mini batch training), by minimising the -LELBO on the training
set, and, once every epoch, use the trained model to evaluate the -LELBO on the
validation set. Based on this value check for over-fitting and perform early-stopping.
3. Apply the trained model to the validation set and store the calculated -LELBO for
each observation. Prepare a histogram of the empirical distribution of the calculated
-LELBO .
6 k-fold

cross-validation method can also be used - see next chapter.
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4. Select the threshold -LELBO value, by finding the upper qth quartile (where q is the
expected anomaly rate in the dataset) of the empirical distribution (e.g. red area in
figure 5.13).
5. Assuming a test set with labels is available, then evaluate the performance of the
algorithm on the test set, compute precision, recall, F1 -score, Fβ -score, ROC, AUC
and the confusion matrix. Return the results.

Figure 5.13: Determining -LELBO threshold with unlabelled data
Red area: upper q% quartile (q ∼ anomalies rate, %)

The process is presented in algorithmic form in Algorithm box 3 and as a flowchart in figure
5.14 that follows.

• Training set
• Validation set
• Test set

Prepare Data

Train VAE
• Train
• Calculate validation vet
ELBO
• Check for stopping
condition

• Calculate validation set
ELBO
• Fit empirical
distribution
• Find upper qth quartile

Select
Threshold

• Precision\recall
• F1-score
• AUC
• Confusion matrix

Return test
set metrics

Figure 5.14: Flow chart of the anomaly detection procedure for unlabelled datasets
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Algorithm 3 Anomaly Detection with a Variational Autoencoder - Unlabelled Data.
Typical value: Mt ≥ 100
xtrain , xvalid , xtest ← split data (60-20-20% split)
repeat
VAE ← train with random mini-batches of M datapoints (from xtrain )
-LELBO (xvalid ) ← calculate on xvalid
until -LELBO (xvalid ) stopping condition
return trained VAE
-LELBO ← calculate on xvalid
-Lemp(ELBO) ← fit empirical distribution based on −L ELBO−valid
-LT hreshold ← select based on upper qth quartile of -Lemp(ELBO)
-LELBO-test ← calculate on xtest
performance metrics ← calculate based on -LELBO-test , −LT hreshold , labels
return performance metrics:(precision, recall,F1 -score, AUC, confusion matrix)
Special case: In cases when anomalies are clustered within a range of values that normal
observations also occur, even if they are still separable, algorithm 3 will fail to produce
good results since only band limited thresholding can separate the two classes (see paragraph 6.4.1). In these cases, a modified version of the algorithm, which takes into account
the clustering, can be applied. In effect, one has to manually detect the secondary cluster
(corresponding to the anomalies) from the -LELBO histogram and classify as anomalies all
observations within that cluster. In terms of the process described at the beginning of this
section, one has to modify step 4 as follows:
Modified step 4: ”Inspect the histogram of the empirical -LELBO distribution, and determine
the secondary peak. Select a LELBO bandwidth around that peak, which encloses the relevant observations. Any observations with -LELBO values within that band will be flagged
as anomalous during test time.”
N.B.: (i). The selected -LELBO bandwidth should not be very tight to make allowance for
the variation between values calculated on a validation set and values expected to occur
in an unseen new dataset7 . (ii). In practical applications, one would normally first apply
the standard algorithm with a lax threshold and once an analysis of performance is carried
out, if clustered anomalies are identified, then proceed to fine-tune performance with this
modified procedure.

7 Also, in most real applications, an increase in the false positive rate is often acceptable if increased precision
can be achieved (by specifying a wider band).
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Anomaly detection with Conditional VAE (CVAE)

Two different approaches can be used for anomaly detection using a conditional variational
autoencoder:
Method 1: By treating the class label (y(i) ) of an observation as the reconstruction task, and
the observation, x(i) , as the conditioning variable, then the CVAE is effectively turned into
a ”generative8 classifier” (calculating p(y = true | x)).
At test time, two forward passes are performed: one assuming the test observation is anomalous and one assuming it is normal. The class label of the pass that produced the smallest
-LELBO value 9 determines the label of the observation.
Method 2: In the more general case, where the conditioning variable is some other quantity that offers additional information about the system, the problem reduces to a standard
(conditional) reconstruction task of the input and the procedure described in algorithm box
2 is applied.

5.5

Practical Issues

5.5.1

Applying the algorithms in practice

In order to apply the algorithms to different datasets the main steps are the following:
1. Data preprocessing: For some investigated datasets this proved to be a difficult and very
time-consuming task.
2. Selecting the architecture of the neural network that is better suited for the problem: This
involved first choosing the type of N.N. (i.e. FC, CNN, RNN) then determining the number
of layers, the number of neurons in each layer, the type of activation functions etc.
3. Training/optimisation related hyper-parameter tuning. This involved selecting the appropriate batch size, learning rate, KL warm up rate, dropout rate and L2 regularisation.

5.5.2

Avoiding posterior collapse on the prior

In order to assure that the KL divergence did not collapse to the prior, the ”KL-warm
up” (i.e. cost annealing) method, proposed by [27], was used and the value of the KL
divergence was monitored during training.
8 All

elements of the VAE remain the same as does the relevant graphical model.
is the most likely class under the model (given the observation).

9 Which
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Accuracy of the LELBO estimate during test time

During training, as suggested in [1], [10], evaluation of the expectation10 :
h
i
Ez∼qφ (z|x) log pθ (x | z) can be carried out efficiently by sampling a single z-vector
for each data-point, since averaging over the batch (batchsize ≥ 100) produces a stable
estimate of the expectation. During testing, however, when data points are fed one at a time,
one has to compensate by using more samples. We sampled a thousand latent space vectors
z for each test set data-point.

5.5.4

Regularisation

We used L2 regularisation and dropout throughout the experiments (see chapter three
for more information on the methods and appendix A for hyper-parameter settings). We
found that batch normalisation did not work well with stochastic layers and decided not to
use it at all (we retained the option to used it in the code - by setting the corresponding flag
to true).

5.5.5

Unbalanced classes and training

Although anomaly detection is a strongly unbalanced class problem, the way that
anomaly detection is carried out with a standard VAE does not warrant any special treatment
such as minority class oversampling or synthetic minority class oversampling (SMOTE).
Applications involving a conditional VAE can in principle benefit from artificially increasing the frequency of the minority class during training, however, in our experiments, we did
not find it necessary.

5.5.6

Estimating generalisation performance

Although k-fold cross validation is a very effective training technique and returns more
accurate estimates than the basic ”training-validation-test set” split method, due to the long
training times of neural networks, it is not used much in neural networks. We also followed
this practice noting that in an application where one would have to train a model for a single
dataset, it would be the preferred method of estimating generalisation ability of a model.

5.5.7

Retraining model on the full dataset after parameter selection

Having finalised model parameter/hyper-parameter selection with the use of the validation set, we did not retrain the models in the union of the training and validation sets.
This method is often used in practical applications, since it can make use of more data and
10 Equation

4.4.
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possibly learn a better representation. However, it is not a principled approach, since one
is no more able to control when/if overfitting sets in (there is no separate validation set).
In practice, if one wishes to retrain the model, a good ”rule of thumb” is to halt training
when the training set error reaches the best validation set error achieved during the previous
training phase.
N.B. For definition of terms and introduction to the relevant methods, the reader is addressed
to chapter two. Actual values of hyper-parameters used for the various experiments, are included in Appendix A.

5.6

Performance Metrics
The problem: Anomaly detection is a strongly unbalanced classes problem since, in

any typical application, the majority of observations belong to the normal class. Because of
that, using standard classification metrics such as classification accuracy can lead to strongly
misleading results. For example, in an application where anomalies occur only 1% of the
time, a classifier that predicts the normal class at all times will achieve a classification accuracy of 99%.
In addition, in many applications (especially medical and critical system failure monitoring), the cost of a certain type of mistakes (most often false negatives11 ) can be much higher
than the cost of other types (i.e. a false positive12 ).
The metrics: Several performance metrics have been proposed for measuring detection accuracy. The metrics used in this study (and presented shortly in what follows), namely the
F-score and the AUC13 are the ones universally used for such problems.
In order to introduce the metrics, it is useful to first define some auxiliary quantities. Let
S = {x(i) , y(i) }Ni=1 be a dataset consisting of samples of some continuous (or discrete) variable x and labels, y, indicating whether an observation x(i) is normal or anomalous and let
ỹ(i) indicate the label predicted by an algorithm we wish to evaluate.
We define the following terms:
1.

True positives, (tp): the number of observations correctly identified as anomalous

(y = ỹ = true).
2. False positives, (fp): the number of observations that were classified as anomalous
although they were not (y = f alse, ỹ = true).
11 Which

is when one fails to detect an anomaly.
ones classifies as anomaly a normal observation.
13 Area and the receiver operation characteristic curve (ROC).
12 When
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3. True negatives, (tn): the number of observations correctly identified as normal
(y = ỹ = f alse).
4. False negatives, (fn): the number of observations which were classified as normal although they were anomalies (y = true, ỹ = f alse).
False positives are commonly referred to as type I errors and false negatives as type II errors
in the literature.
The standard way to present binary classification results, is through a 2x2 confusion matrix,
which groups predictions into four cells depending on their predicted and true status, i.e.
tp,fp,fn,tn (see below).
Summing the individual rows and columns of the confusion matrix, one obtains the marginal
quantities14 : (i). real positives, (rp): the total number of true anomalies, (ii). real negatives,
(rn): the total number of normal observations, (iii). predicted positives, (pp): the total number of predicted anomalies, (iv). predicted negatives, (pn): the total number of predicted
normal observations.
Table 5.1: Confusion Matrix

Predicted

Real
p

n

p

True
Positive

False
Negative

pp

n

False
Positive

True
Negative

pn

rp

rn

Σ(col)

Σ(row)

Having defined the above quantities, we can now introduce the performance metrics:
Classification accuracy is the most basic performance measure, and equals the fraction of
observations that are correctly classified by an algorithm15 . It takes values in [0, 1] and a

14 Which are also useful quantities since they provide information about the class inbalance in both the dataset
and the algorithm predictions.
15 Due to the unbalanced classes problem, mentioned earlier, it is not, however, a good metric for evaluating
anomaly detection algorithms.
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value of 1 corresponds to a perfectly accurate algorithm.
Classification Accuracy =

number of correct predictions
total number of observations

Precision is the fraction of predicted anomalies successfully identified by the algorithm. It
takes values in [0, 1] and a value of 1 implies that all observations identified as anomalies
were true anomalies.:
Precision =

true positives
true positives+false positives

Recall is the fraction of true anomalies successfully identified by an algorithm. Recall is
sometimes also called sensitivity.It takes values in [0, 1] and a value of 1 implies that all
anomalies of the dataset have been identified.
Recall =

true positives
true positives+false negatives

Although both precision and recall are useful quantities, they have limited use when considered in isolation. Perfect recall, for example, can be trivially achieved by characterising all
points as anomalies. At the other extreme, an algorithm that imposes a very strict criterion
in order to characterise anomalies, might flag anomalies with perfect precision (i.e. 1), but,
at the same time, miss out on 99% of the true anomalies in the dataset.
F1 -score, is a performance measure that combines precision and recall. It is defined as the
harmonic mean of precision and recall and takes values in [0, 1]. It takes the value of 1
when both precision and recall are 1, and is 0.5 when both quantities equal 0.5. It penalises
algorithms that perform well in the one metric but badly on the other16 .
F1 score = 2

precision · recall
precision + recall

Fβ -score is a directly related metric, that applies a weight, β , to precision, to take into
account the fact that, for certain applications, one might wish to weight differently precision

16 A

precision of 0.99 combined with a recall of 0.5 will receive an F1 -score of 0.66.
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over recall17 . By setting β = 1 one recovers the F1 -score.
F1 score = (1 + β 2 ) ·

17 Equivalently,

precision · recall
β 2 · precision + recall

the cost of false positives over the cost of false negatives.
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Figure 5.15: Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) and area under curve (AUC) example, [80]

Area under curve (AUC) is a metric, which is mostly used to compare the performance of
algorithms. It is defined as the area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve
and is a measure of how much better does a certain algorithm perform compared to chance.
The ROC curve is obtained by plotting the true positive rate against the false positive rate
for several values of the threshold used for characterising an observation as anomalous.
Since the ROC is evaluated in a finite number of points, the AUC (which is its’ integrant) is
usually calculated approximately, using the trapezoid rule. An example of the ROC curve
is presented in figure 5.15 above.
N.B. Although AUC has (in recent years) become the performance metric of preference
for many machine learning tasks, it’s application to anomaly detection is less relevant. As
has already mentioned above, in many practical anomaly detection problems it is the false
positive rate (together with recall) that is the critical quantity. The ROC curve (and therefore
it’s integral, AUC) is related only to the false positive and true positive rates, which might
not be so critical. Either way, we will report AUC in here for completeness and in order to
enable comparisons with other studies.

Chapter 6

Experiments

6.1

Introduction
This chapter presents the results of applying the methods described in the previous

chapters to real and synthetic datasets, each dataset being representative of a different type
of anomaly detection task.
The first part of the chapter presents results from experiments in a labelled data setting,
which is the setting that the VAE achieves the highest performance.
The second part of the chapter presents experiments in the unlabelled data setting. Performance is generally lower, however there is still sufficient basis for discrimination. Furthermore, by applying a refinement to the detection algorithm, we demonstrate that performance
can be improved significantly.
The third part of the chapter presents experiments with a conditional VAE, which is an
alternative approach that achieved very high performance and extends the breadth of applications to multi-class and conditional (contextual) anomaly detection problems.
The chapter ends with a comparison of our results against those obtained by other researchers (using other methods).

6.2

Description of datasets
Two types of datasets have been used in this project: i.i.d. (independent, identically

distributed) and sequential datasets.
The datasets were selected to represent five different classes of anomaly detection tasks,
namely tasks involving: clustered anomalies (”http” dataset), isolated anomalies (”shuttle”
dataset), contextual anomalies (synthetic dataset), sequential location-invariant anomalies
(”ecg200” dataset) and sequential location-specific anomalies (”strawberry” dataset).

6.2. Description of datasets

6.2.1
6.2.1.1
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i.i.d. datasets
http dateset

Source: ODDS website (Outliers Detection Data-Sets), maintained by Stony Brooks
University [81].
Description: The dataset is derived from the KDD Cup 1999 dataset of the UCI machine
learning repository and is commonly used for evaluating anomaly detection algorithms. It
consists of network attack data and it was processed to this form by Yamanishi et al [82]. It
contains 567.157 observations, of 3 continuous and real-valued attributes each (i.e. it is a
3-dimensional dataset). The anomaly occurrence rate is 0.35%.

6.2.1.2

shuttle dateset

Source: ODDS website, [81].
Description: This is a modified version of the Statlog (space Shuttle) dataset from UCI
machine learning repository. The original dataset was a multi-class classification problem
(it has 9 different classes). In this version [81, 83] the smallest five classes, i.e. 2, 3, 5, 6, 7,
have been combined to form the outliers class and class 4 has been discarded. The original
class 1 forms the normal class. The dataset contains 49.097 observations, of 9 continuous,
real-valued, attributes each. It has an anomaly rate of 7%.

6.2.2
6.2.2.1

Sequential datasets
ECG200 dateset

Source: The UEA and UCR Time Series Classification Repository, University of East
Anglia [84]
Description: This dataset was formatted by Dr. R. Olszewski for his PhD research [85] at
Carnegie Mellon University. Each series traces the electrical activity (mV) recorded during
one heartbeat. The two classes are a normal heartbeat and a myocardial infarction. Two
datasets are provided, one for training and one for testing. The length of each sequence is
96 samples. The anomaly rate is 33%.

6.2.2.2

Strawberry dateset

Source: The UEA and UCR Time Series Classification Repository, University of East
Anglia [84]
Description: The dataset consists of food spectrographs1 used in chemometrics to classify
1 Obtained using Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy with attenuated total reflectance (ATR)
sampling.
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food types (for food safety and quality assurance). The dataset consists of two classes:
real strawberry (authentic samples) and non-strawberry (adulterated strawberries and other
fruits). The length of each sequence is 235 samples. The anomaly rate is 33%.

6.2.2.3

synthetic dateset

Source: This work
Description: This is an artificial dataset included in the report to demonstrate the additional
anomaly detection capacity obtained by using a conditional VAE (CVAE). It was initially
developed as a test case for sequential data2 anomaly detection models (i.e. VAE with CNN
and RNN based encoders and/or decoders).
It was conceived as a simulation of a typical industrial multi-speed engine monitoring problem, where one is provided with a continuous signal from an engine sensor and an additional
(binary) control signal. In such settings often the same signal would be considered as normal under (i.e. conditioned on) some context and anomalous otherwise. In the simple case
simulated here, the context is provided by a control signal which simulates the controller of
the motor gear-box.
The main properties of the datasets are summarised in table 6.1 that follows.
Table 6.1: Anomaly Detection Datasets

dataset

dimensions

type

outliers rate

source

comment

http

3

iid

0.34%

ODDS

network attacks

smtp

9

iid

0.77%

ODDS

sensor data

ECG200

96

sequential

33%

TSC

medical

Strawberries

235

sequential

33%

TSC

physical sciences

Synthetic

100

sequential

28.5%

Thesis

synthetic

6.3

Experiments with labelled data

6.3.1

i.i.d. datasets

Common preprocessing steps: Data-sets were randomly shuffled. Normal observations were split to training-validation-test sets, with ratios 60-20-20%. Anomalous observations were split, 50-50%, to a validation and a test set. Data were standardised to zero mean
and unit variance3 . At the start of each new training epoch the training set was randomly
2 Used

for conditional density estimation.
simulate a realistic set up, validation and test set observations were standardised using the training set
moments (mean and variance)
3 To
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shuffled. Validation set performance was monitored once every training epoch.

6.3.1.1

http dataset

Model: We have used fully connected neural networks at both the encoder and the
decoder (FFNN). The network architecture of the encoder and decoder was identical, each
network having two hidden layers of 128 units each with relu activations. The latent space
dimension4 was set to 10. The network architecture is presented in figure 6.1 below.

Figure 6.1: http dataset
Network architecture

Results: The results are presented in figure 6.2 that follows.
Sub-figure (a) depicts the output of the threshold selection routine5 . Sub-figure (b) displays
the histogram of the calculated -LELBO for the two sets of observations, together with the
threshold value selected by the algorithm. Sub-figure (c) displays the ROC curve together
with the AUC (0.9999) and f0.1 -score (0.9999) values. Sub-figure (d) displays the confusion
matrix.
Discussion:.
Sub-figure (a): One can see that, for this dataset, the f0.1 -score curve remains flat for a large
range of threshold values. This is an indication that the values of the negative evidence lower
bound (-LELBO ) assigned by the model for observations from the normal and anomalous
classes are well separated and hence good discrimination performance should be expected.
Sub-figure (b): Two things are evident: the tight clustering of each set of observations and
4 We were able to achieve equally good results even with an one dimensional latent space, however, for
homogeneity with the next dataset we decided to present the results with a 10-dimensional latent space.
5 Applied to the validation set data.
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the very clear separation of the two sets.
Sub-figure (c): As expected (from inspecting sub-figure (b)), AUC and f0.1 -scores are very
high.
Sub-figure (d): The excellent performance of the algorithm is evident. In a test-set of
113.058 observation the algorithm correctly recalls 1561 out of the 1565 anomalies and
miss-classifies only one normal observation.

(a) Threshold selection plot

(b) -LELBO v.s. threshold in the test set

(c) ROC curve

(d) Confusion matrix

Figure 6.2: Results: Labelled observations - http dataset.
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shuttle dataset

Model: We have used identical fully connected neural networks at both the encoder
and the decoder (FFNN). Each network has two hidden layers of 1024 units each, with
elu (exponential linear units) activations. The latent space dimension was set to 10. The
architecture is presented in figure 6.3.

Figure 6.3: Shuttle dataset
Network architecture

Results: The results are presented in figure 6.4 that follows.
Sub-figure (a) depicts the output of the threshold selection routine. Sub-figure (b) displays
the histogram of the calculated -LELBO for the two sets of observations, together with the
threshold value selected by the algorithm. Sub-figure (c) displays the ROC curve together
with the AUC (0.996) and f0.1 -score (0.975) values. Sub-figure (d) displays the confusion
matrix.
Discussion:
Sub-figure (a): The f0.1 -score performance remains flat for a large range of threshold values
also for this dataset, however, values are not as high as in the case of the http dataset.
Sub-figure (b): Contrary to the relevant graph of the http dataset, in this graph there is no
clear clustering of the anomalous observations. Also, although the two sets of observations
are mostly separated, some mixing is evident (anomalous observations exist within the main
normal lobe).
Sub-figure (c): As expected, based on sub-figure (b), AUC and f0.1 -scores are very high.
Sub-figure (d): The very good performance of the algorithm is evident. In a test-set of
9.118 observation the algorithm correctly recalls 1683 out of the 1756 anomalies and miss-
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classifies 15 normal observations.

(a) Threshold selection plot

(b) -LELBO v.s. threshold in the test set

(c) ROC curve

(d) Confusion matrix

Figure 6.4: Results: Labelled observations - shuttle dataset.

6.3.2

Sequential datasets

Common preprocessing steps: Original data sets were split into training and test sets.
Each data set was randomly shuffled. The test set was split to a validation (25% of data)
and a test set (75% of data), using stratified random sampling to ensure that the ratio of
anomalies in each subset matched the global ratio. Datasets were standardised to zero mean
and unit variance6 . At the start of each new training epoch the training set was randomly
shuffled.

6.3.2.1

ECG200 dataset

Preprocessing: Medical datasets require several preprocessing steps in order to ensure
good performance and control overfitting.
Normalisation: Each observation was normalised to within the range [−1, 1].
Data augmentation: Although all ECG recordings corresponded to a full cardiac cycle they
6 To simulate a realistic set up, validation and test set observations were standardised with the training set
moments (mean and variance)
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were not time-aligned, i.e. each recording started at a slightly different phase of the cardiac
cycle. In order to achieve phase invariant detection we used a data augmentation trick:
(i). we doubled the size of each recording, by concatenating it with itself. (ii). from each
original observation (of length 96 samples) we obtained 96 new observations, by shifting a
window of size 96, with a step-size of 1 sample, along the doubled observation. These new
observations correspond to all possible starting phases for each recording. With this data
augmentation trick we achieved an increase in the size of our datasets by 96 times.
Voltage scale invariance: Normalisation was carried out at observation level, hence small
vertical (voltage) scale differences due to differences in calibration between recordings remained. In order to obtain anomaly detection which will be invariant to scale, during training, we scaled the amplitude of each training sequence (within each mini-batch) by a random number7 in the interval [0.8, 1.2].
Bias invariance: Most recordings have some bias (i.e. they are not centred at zero), which
is not straightforward to remove8 . To ensure that the performance of the algorithm would
be bias invariant, during training, we added a small, randomly9 chosen, bias to each training
sequence (within each mini-batch).
Measurement noise: To increase the robustness of the model against possible measurement
noise, we added Gaussian noise10 at each individual sample within each sequence (within
each mini-batch).
N.B.: The last three operations can be considered as additional regularisation, or as a form
of data-augmentation. They increase the robustness of the algorithm and help reduce overfitting.
Figure 6.5 that follows presents typical normal and anomaly recordings and demonstrates
the main data augmentation process.

7 Drawn

from a uniform distribution
are not symmetric around zero and the point of zero voltage within each cardiac cycle is not

8 Recordings

known.
9 Drawn from a normal distribution centred at zero with standard deviation 0.01.
10 Drawn from a normal distribution centred at zero with standard deviation 0.01.
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Figure 6.5: ECG200 dataset
(a). typical normal/anomaly sequences, (b). doubling and windowing operation

Model: Encoder: fully connected neural network with two hidden layers of 512 units each,
with elu (exponential linear units) activations. Decoder: recurrent architecture consisting of
3 stacked LSTM memory cells, with 128 units each. The latent space dimension was set to
48. The network architecture is presented in figure 6.6 that follows.

Figure 6.6: ECG200 dataset
Network architecture

Results: The results are presented in figure 6.7 that follows.
Sub-figure (a) displays the histogram of the calculated -LELBO for normal and anomalous
observations in the validation set (together with the threshold value selected). Sub-figure
(b) displays the histogram of the calculated -LELBO for normal and anomalous observations
in the test set (together with the threshold value selected). Sub-figure (c) displays the ROC
curve together with the AUC (0.999) and f0 .1-score (0.995) values. Sub-figure (d) displays
the confusion matrix.
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Figure 6.6 depicts typical reconstructions of test samples from the normal and anomaly
classes.

(a) -LELBO v.s. threshold - validation set

(b) -LELBO v.s. threshold - test set

(c) ROC curve

(d) Confusion matrix

Figure 6.7: Results: Labelled observations - ecg200 dataset.

Discussion:
Figure 6.7: Sub-figure (a), (b): Although the two sets of observations are mostly separated,
some mixing is evident.
Sub-figure (c): As expected, based on sub-figure (b), AUC and f0 .1-scores are very high.
Sub-figure (d): The very good performance of the algorithm is evident. In a test-set11 of
6.240 observations the algorithm correctly recalls all 2496 anomalies and miss-classifies
195 normal observations.
Figure 6.8: One can see that although the reconstructions follow the general structure of
the sequences for both classes of data, there is a clear difference in reconstruction quality,
normal data being reconstructed significantly more accurately. This is also reflected in
the calculated evidence lower bound which forms the basis for discriminating between the
classes.
11 We

herewith refer to the augmented dataset.
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(b) Anomalous data

Figure 6.8: Network reconstructions against actual input
(green: true, blue:reconstruction)

6.4

Experiments with unlabelled data
Common preprocessing steps: Data sets were randomly shuffled. Observations were

split to training-validation-test sets, with ratios 60-20-20%, using stratified sampling to ensure that the proportion of outliers in each set was (approximately) the same. Data were
standardised to zero mean and unit variance using the training set moments (mean and
variance). At the start of each new training epoch the training set was randomly shuffled.
Validation set performance was monitored once every training epoch.
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http dataset

6.4.1.1

Model

The model was the same one used for the labelled dataset experiment (section 6.3.1.1).

6.4.1.2

Results

Figure 6.9 presents the result of the application of the unsupervised algorithm.
Sub-figure (a) displays the histogram of the calculated -LELBO for the validation set observations, together with the threshold value that corresponds to the true rate of anomalies
in the dataset. Sub-figure (b) displays the confusion matrix based on applying a threshold based on the true anomaly rate of the dataset. Sub-figures (c), (d) are the relevant
graphs obtained by assuming an anomaly rate that is double the real rate of anomalies in
the dataset.

(a) Calculated validation set -LELBO

(b) Confusion matrix

(c) Calculated validation set -LELBO

(d) Confusion matrix

Figure 6.9: http: Unlabelled data - Results for different values of the assumed anomaly rate:
(a), (b) assumed rate = true rate, (c), (d) assumed rate = 2 x true rate.

Figure 6.10 presents the results of an error analysis12 for various values of the assumed rate
of anomalies in the dataset.
12 Type

I/II errors and precision recall rates.
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(b) Precision/recall v.s. assumed anomaly rate.

Figure 6.10: http: Unlabelled data - Error analysis:

6.4.1.3

Discussion and updated results

Figure 6.9: Sub-figure (a): By comparing this graph with the labelled-setting graph for the
same dataset (figure 6.2), one can observe that in this graph the clustering of the anomalous
observations is less evident. By zoom-into the graph (figure 6.11) one can see that normal
observations ’spread’ into the region of the anomalous observations. Furthermore, the calculated threshold corresponding to the true anomaly rate of the dataset is located past the
secondary peak of the histogram.
Sub-figure (b): As expected following the analysis of the previous sub-figure, the performance of the algorithm is very poor. Most of the values classified as anomalies correspond
to normal data (’slip-off’ from the main lobe) and only 7 anomalous observations are correctly identified.
Sub-figures (c), (d): By assuming an anomaly rate that is twice the true anomaly rate of
the dataset (to allow for the ”slippage” from the main lobe) one can obtain a threshold that
is located before the secondary peak of the histogram. Results are much better in that case.
The algorithm correctly recalls 439 out of 443 anomalies and miss-classifies 390 normal
observations. Taking into account that the test set has 113.501 data points and that the
approach is fully unsupervised, this result can be already be considered satisfactory.
Figure 6.10: This graph demonstrates the performance limits of the algorithm. Best performance (in terms of precision and recall) is achieved for an assumed threshold of 0.8%,
which is slightly higher than two times the real rate of anomalies in the dataset (0.34%).
Figure 6.11 presents a closer investigation of the small secondary lobe in the -LELBO histogram.
From this graph, one can clearly see the existence of the secondary cluster
13 Of

size 221 which is the number of anomalous observations on the validation set.

13

which ’sits’
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over a (roughly) ’continuous bed’ of other observations.
This observation directed us to investigate a modification of the standard unsupervised
algorithm (for tasks where anomalies are clustered in the -LELBO histogram), where one
flags anomalies based on membership in a band of the histogram.

Figure 6.11: Zooming into the secondary peak of the calculated -LELBO
(a), (b): validation set. (c), (d): test set.

Table 6.2 summarises the results for the three different scenarios investigated: (i). assumed
anomaly rate = true anomaly rate, (ii). assumed anomaly rate = 2 x true anomaly rate, (iii).
flagging as anomalies only the points within the secondary lobe (boundaries at 40, 60 - as
shown in the figure 6.11).
One can observe that test set performance has improved markedly. In 113.501 observations
the algorithm correctly recalls 433 out of the 443 anomalies and miss-classifies 181 normal
observations.
N.B.: If one wished to fine-tune the limits of the bandwidth of the selection region, even
better performance would be achieved. However, we have chosen to retain the (rather crude)
boundaries shown in figure 6.11 for two reasons: (i). our estimate of the centre of the lobe
is based on the validation set and hence one should allow for some degree of variation when
considering an unseen test set, (ii). in any actual application, it is likely that one would be
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Table 6.2: http: unlabelled data - performance comparison

Dataset

Threshold

f1-score

f01-score

tp

fp

fn

tn

http

point ∼ a.rate 0.34%

0.997

0.02

7

339

436

112719

http

point ∼ a.rate 0.78%

0.997

0.53

440

390

4

112648

http

band [40 − 60]

0.997

0.71

433

181

10

112877

prepared to accept the cost of a few false positives for the benefit of a higher recall rate.
Comparison with AE: Figure B.1 in appendix B, presents the reconstruction loss14 of an
autoencoder (AE) trained on the exact same dataset in an unsupervised manner. As can
be seen from that graph, the AE has learned to reconstruct both sets of observations very
efficiently (as judged by the very small reconstruction loss) and hence there is no basis for
discrimination between normal and anomalous data-points.

6.4.2

”shuttle” dataset

6.4.2.1

Model

The model was the same one used for the labelled dataset experiment (section 6.3.1.2).

6.4.2.2

Results

Figures 6.12, 6.13 present the result of the application of the unsupervised algorithm.
Sub-figures (a), (b) display the histograms of the calculated -LELBO for the validation and
test set observations, together with the threshold value that corresponds to the true rate of
anomalies in the dataset.

(a) Calculated validation set -LELBO

(b) Calculated test set -LELBO

Figure 6.12: Results: Unlabelled observations - shuttle dataset:
Assumed anomaly rate 0.77% = true anomaly rate.
14 This

is the quantity used for anomaly detection with non-variational autoencoders.
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Sub-figures (a), (b) of figure 6.13 display the ROC graph and the confusion matrix obtained
by applying the true anomaly rate threshold to the data.

(a) ROC curve

(b) Confusion matrix

Figure 6.13: Results: Unlabelled observations - shuttle dataset:
Assumed anomaly rate 0.77% = true anomaly rate.

Figure 6.14 presents the results of an error analysis (in terms of type I/II errors and precision/recall rates) for various values of the assumed rate of anomalies in the dataset.

(a) Type I/II errors v.s. assumed anomaly rate.

(b) Precision/recall v.s. assumed anomaly rate.

Figure 6.14: shuttle dataset: Unlabelled data - Error analysis

6.4.2.3

Discussion

Figure 6.12, Sub-figures (a), (b): The two histograms follow a pattern that is visually
similar to the one of the corresponding labelled data histograms for this dataset (figure 6.2).
However, again there is evidence of more mixing between the regions of normal and anomalous observations. Some normal observations appear to have ’slipped’ out of the main lobe.
The displayed threshold valued has been obtained by using the true anomaly rate of the
dataset.
Figure 6.13, Sub-figures (a), (b): The performance of the algorithm is very satisfactory,
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being close to the one achieved in the labelled data setting. In the test set of 9.821 observations the algorithm correctly recalled 674 out of the 703 anomalies and miss-classifies 66
normal observations (AUC score, 0.9929), f0.1 -score, 0.91).
By inspecting figure 6.14 one can see that for values higher than 8% (7.15% being the true
rate of anomalies) the algorithm achieves perfect recall. Considering that the algorithms
operates in a fully unsupervised setting, this is a surprisingly accurate result.
Comparison with AE: Figure B.2 in appendix B, presents the reconstruction loss of an
autoencoder (AE) trained on the exact same dataset in an unsupervised manner. As can
be seen from that graph, the AE has learned to reconstruct both sets of observations very
efficiently (as judged by the very small reconstruction loss) and hence there is no basis for
discrimination between normal and anomalous data-points.

6.5

Experiments with Conditional VAE (CVAE)
In the first three experiments we have used the CVAE in the classification setting,

by selecting as reconstruction target the label of the observations and conditioning on the
observation.
In the fourth example we used the CVAE in the standard setting, i.e. reconstructing the
input signal, and conditioned on an extra variable which provided the context under which
a signal might be characterised as anomalous or not.
Preprocessing: Same steps as for the experiments with unlabelled observations (section
6.4).

6.5.1
6.5.1.1

i.i.d. datasets
Models

For both data-sets the architectures used were similar to the ones used in the experiments with standard VAE, however, since we have selected to reconstruct the conditioning
variable (the label) instead of the signal the dimension of the output is now one, see figure
6.15 below.

6.5.1.2

Results

Figure 6.16 presents the results for the http dataset.
Sub-figure (a), displays histograms of the calculated -LELBO for the test set observations
assuming that all observations belong to the normal class.
Sub-figure (b), displays histograms of the calculated -LELBO for the test set observations
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assuming that all observations belong to the anomalous class.
Table 6.3 presents the anomaly detection performance metrics for both datasets.

(b) shuttle model

(a) http model

Figure 6.15: CVAE i.i.d. datasets
Network architecture

(a) Assumed label: normal

(b) Assumed label: anomalies

Figure 6.16: CVAE - http dataset: Test set calculated -LELBO assuming different class labels:
(a). normal class, (b). anomalous class.

Figure 6.17 presents the results for the shuttle dataset.
Sub-figure (a), displays histograms of the calculated -LELBO for the test set observations
assuming that all observations belong to the normal class.
Sub-figure (b), displays histograms of the calculated -LELBO for the test set observations
assuming that all observations belong to the anomalous class.
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(b) Assumed label: anomalies

Figure 6.17: CVAE -shuttle dataset: Test set calculated -LELBO assuming different class labels:
(a). normal class, (b). anomalous class.

Table 6.3: CVAE: Performance metrics for http and shuttle datasets

Dataset

AUC

f1 -score

f0.1 -score

tp

fp

fn

tn

http

1.000

1.000

1.000

442

1

1

112648

0.999

0.998

682

2

21

9116

shuttle

N.B.: The -LELBO histograms presented in this section have been split into two parts, one
for the true normal observations and one for the true anomalous observations. In this way
one can better observe the effect that conditioning has on the calculated -LELBO for each
class of observations.

6.5.1.3

Discussion

http dataset: By looking at sub-figures figure 6.16, 6.17 one can clearly see the effect that
conditioning has on each class of observations. Conditioning an observation on the wrong
class label results in a large increase of the -LELBO and hence it provides a very good basis
for discrimination.
This is manifested in the results of both datasets (presented in table 6.3).
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Sequential datasets

6.5.2.1

Strawberry dataset

Typical sequences from the normal and abnormal classes of the strawberry dataset are
presented in Figure 6.18 that follows.

Figure 6.18: Strawberry dataset: Typical samples from the normal and abnormal class

Model: Encoder: fully connected neural network with two hidden layers of 1024 units each,
with elu (exponential linear units) activations. Decoder: fully connected neural network
with two hidden layers of 1024 units each, with elu activations. The latent space dimension
was set to 2. The network architecture is presented in figure 6.19 that follows.

Figure 6.19: CVAE - strawberry dataset.
Network architecture.

Results: Figure 6.20 presents the results for the strawberry dataset.
Sub-figure (a), displays histograms of the calculated -LELBO for the test set observations
assuming that all observations belong to the normal class.
Sub-figure (b), displays histograms of the calculated -LELBO for the test set observations
assuming that all observations belong to the anomalous class.
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Table 6.4 presents the anomaly detection performance metrics.

(a) Assumed label: normal

(b) Assumed label: anomalies

Figure 6.20: CVAE -s trawberry dataset: Test set calculated -LELBO assuming different class labels:
(a). normal class, (b). anomalous class.

Table 6.4: CVAE: Performance metrics for Strawberry dataset

6.5.2.2

Dataset

f1-score

f01-score

tp

fp

fn

tn

Strawberries

0.961

0.951

136

7

4

223

Synthetic dataset

The synthetic dataset contains sequential data from two normal classes (simulating
sensor data for the two valid control signals) and one abnormal class. An input sequence
is characterised as normal if it belongs to one of the two normal classes and the control
variable (simulating the gearbox speed) takes the corresponding value. Otherwise the observation is flagged as an anomaly.

Model:
Encoder: 3 convolutional layers with relu activations. Layer 1 (kernel:5, filters:64, stride:1,
dilation:2), layer 2 (kernel:10, filters:128, stride:1, dilation:2),layer 3 (kernel:10, filters:128,
stride:1, dilation:2). Decoder: recurrent architecture consisting of 3 stacked LSTM memory
cells, with 32 units each. The latent space dimension was set to 2. The network architecture
is presented in figure 6.6 that follows.
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Figure 6.21: CVAE - synthetic dataset
Network architecture

Results: Sub-figures (a), (b), (c) of Figure 6.22, depict typical reconstructions of a test
sample from each of the three classes (normal one, normal two, anomalies), conditioned
on the two possible control labels. Sub-figure (d) displays the histograms of the calculated
-LELBO for the validation set observations.

(a) Input: normal - class 1

(b) Input: normal - class 2

(c) Input: anomalous

(d) Validation

Figure 6.22: Synthetic dataset: (a)-(c) Network conditional reconstructions against actual inputs,
(d) validation set -LELBO , (blue: true, red:reconstruction)
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Table 6.5: CVAE: Performance metrics for synthetic dataset

Dataset

f1-score

f01-score

tp

fp

fn

tn

Synthetic

1.000

1.000

2000

0

0

5000

Discussion:
From figure 6.22 one can clearly see how conditioning on the control signal affects the
reconstruction (and hence classification). Depending on the context (i.e. the value of the
simulated control signal), the same input can be reconstructed successfully, and hence been
classified as normal or unsuccessfully and be classified as anomalous. By inspecting the
validation set -LELBO histograms one can verify the strong basis for discrimination which
is reflected in the results of table 6.5.

6.6

Comparison with other methods

Table 6.6 that follows summarises the best results obtained in our experiments and compares
them with (state of the art) published results using other methods. More detailed results are
presented in table B.1 in appendix B.
Table 6.6: Summary Results

Benchmark
metric
score

Dataset

setting

http

labelled
labelled
unlabelled

AUC

shuttle

labelled
labelled
unlabelled

AUC

ECG200
Strawberries

labelled
labelled

source
[39]

0.9999
0.9999
0.9969

VAE
CVAE
u-VAE

0.999

[39]

0.9962
0.9985
0.9930

VAE
CVAE
u-VAE

0.89
0.974

[44]

0.97
0.97

VAE
CVAE

0.9997
0.9919

Classification
Accuracy

This work
score
algorithm

As one can see from the table, the performance of our method is in all cases on par (or better)
with that of the best performing method found in the literature15 . Our method outperforms
in the ”http” and ”ecg200” datasets and achieves performance which is very close to the
state of the art in the other two datasets.

15 Both [39] and [44] are publications that present comparison results from different methods. For example,
the presented very good results for http/shuttle were achieved with isolation forests, [39].The results with other
established methods (e.g. LOF, ORCA) were significantly lower (AUC¡0.6).

Chapter 7

Discussion

7.1

Analysis of results
A general observation is that all types of models produced very good results in the

labelled data setting. In all data-sets examined, the results with the methods of this thesis
equalled or surpassed the best results reported by researchers using other methods.
Taking into account that the selected datasets are representative of five different types
of anomaly detection tasks, these results indicate that the response to the first research question posed at the beginning of this thesis (i.e.”can variational autoencoders be used for
anomaly detection? ”) can be considered to be positive.
Moreover, by inspecting the various negative log-likelihood lower bound histograms
presented in the previous chapter, one can verify the very principled and intellectually clean
approach to the detection problem. This is in stark contrast to the ”black box approach ”
to classification that neural network based models are often accused off. Furthermore, in
the case of sequential data, one can also make use of the reconstructed output to obtain a
visual assessment of why the system is assigning a certain label to an observation. This is
something that, in certain applications, could be judged particularly beneficial.
Another interesting observation is the flexibility/modularity of the approach. Having
implemented the core variational autoencoder and detection algorithm, applying it to different types of problems amounts only to changing the architecture of the encoder and decoder
networks.
The use of a conditional VAE proved to be very good alternative model for anomaly
detection, also for tasks not involving contextual anomalies. In the experiments with the
”http”, ”shuttle” and ”strawberry” datasets, where the reconstruction target was set to the
class label (method 1 of paragraph 5.4), results were directly comparable to (or better than)
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the results obtained using the standard approach. However, the conditional VAE was much
easier to train and tune. This is not surprising since, for most problems, one would expect
that it should be easier to learn a generative model for binary labels (the context being
provided by the observations) than learning a generative model for multi-dimensional real
valued observations (in the context of class labels).
No matter how satisfying the above results have been, it is worth pointing out, that (at
least for the first two datasets for which we carried out an informal investigation) we were
able to achieve similar performance levels by using (non-variational) autoencoders.
This observation brings us back to the second research question we set ourselves to
investigate in this thesis: ”is there any particular setting for which there is a clear benefit of
using variational autoencoders over other neural network methods and/or autoencoders?”.
Following several unsuccessful experiments, the positive response to this question
came, somewhat unexpectedly, from the unsupervised setting experiments - which were
performed towards the end of this research. Although the results seem very reasonable in
retrospect, they were by no means certain or obvious (not to us at least) beforehand1 .
In the very limited literature on anomaly detection with generative models, the main
common assumption is the existence of a labelled dataset2 and that the generative model will
be trained on the subset of normal observations of this set. Probably due to the pre-existence
of publications describing the use of autoencoders for anomaly detection, the majority of
researchers follows this training process (originally developed for autoencoders) even when
using generative models.
It turns out, however, that it is not necessary to apply this restriction to generative
models. As this preliminary investigation has demonstrated, generative models, by learning
the distribution of the data (including the anomalies) can be used effectively for anomaly
detection, even if they have been trained on a dataset containing observations from both
classes.
By inspection of the negative log-likelihood lower bound histograms of models trained
with examples from both classes, presented in section 6.4, one can see that the general shape
of the distribution of normal observations remains the same3 (as expected) as well as the
shape (and separate location) of the distribution of anomalous observations. The latter is
1 Especially not after our initial disappointment, when we compared the results of the experiments with VAE
with results obtained with a standard (de-noising) autoencoder in the labelled data setting.
2 Which can be very expensive to produce, taking into account the rarity of anomalies in some datasets.
3 With the results of systems trained with data only from the normal class.
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a very important finding4 , since it implies that discrimination can be achieved in the same
manner as in the labelled observations setting, i.e. by thresholding.
An additional advantage of this method is that, if labels become available at a later
time, by simply inspecting the negative log-likelihood lower bound histograms of the (now
labelled) observations one can fine-tune the thresholds and increase accuracy without having
to re-train the model.
Applying this approach to the ”shuttle” dataset, which contains isolated anomalies,
yielded results which were close to the results obtained in the labelled data setting.
Applying the method to the ”http” dataset, which contains clustered anomalies, proved
more challenging (and interesting). As can be seen from table 6.2, blindly applying thresholding on the negative log-likelihood lower bound histogram, even if one applied a threshold
that corresponds to the true rate of anomalies in the dataset, yielded very poor performance.
The reason for this can be understood by closer inspection of the relevant negative loglikelihood lower bound histogram (figure 6.11). Compared to the same histogram in the
labelled data setting, one can see that some normal observations appear to have ”slippedoff” the main lobe and spread across the histogram and hence the proportion of observations
in the otherwise ”anomalous region” of the histogram has increased.
An obvious way to alleviate that problem is to use a less restricting threshold (at the
cost of an increased rate of false positive errors) or perform band limited selection, which is
the method that yielded the best results for this problem (see again table 6.2). An interesting
research question, however, is whether the observed ”slip-off” is a fundamental limitation
of the mixed class training method (and therefore has to be dealt with constructions such
as the band-limited selection approach that we applied) or if one can find a way to mitigate
this problem.
It seems very likely that the observed data spill-off is not a generic limitation of the
training method but rather an artefact of the standard VAE approach to use a Gaussian with
diagonal covariance as the variational approximation to the posterior distribution. As mentioned in the background chapter (figures 4.3, 4.2), attempting to approximate a multimodal
distribution with a unimodal distribution, by minimizing the KL divergence between the
two, can result in an approximation that places probability mass in areas that none of the
modes of the multimodal distribution has any. This effect could explain the observed spill4 A standard autoencoder does not exhibit this behaviour, since it learns to reconstruct all observations,
normal or anomalous.
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off, in which case, following one of the (normalizing flows based) methods described in
paragraph 2.2.4.1, should improve performance further. This is an interesting direction for
future research.

7.2

Limitations of the method
Despite the elegance of the approach, the method is not without limitations and it is

not difficult to identify cases when anomaly detection with VAE is not possible. Some
important failure cases and limitations are listed below:
VAE based anomaly detection is not applicable to non-stationary problems, i.e. problems in which the distribution (and/or the type) of normal and anomaly observations changes
with time. The basic underline assumption for using a generative model for anomaly detection is that it should return an estimate of the likelihood of a certain observation given the
model. However, no matter how well trained a generative model be, if the underline data
generating process changes with time, eventually observations will be produced that will
bear very little resemblance with the ones produced by the original process (modelled by
the trained generative model) and hence anomaly detection performance will deteriorate.
In all problems investigated, the calculated negative log-likelihood lower bound values of normal and anomalous observations were generally separable. This was not unexpected given that, in most applications, anomalous observations are structurally different
from normal observations (hence they have a lower likelihood under the model) and they
are rare. However one can imagine situations when some type of normal observations are
also very rare and any generative model trained on a finite training set will assign a very
small likelihood to them. In such cases, discrimination based on thresholding the negative
log-likelihood lower bound will fail.
Finally, there are tasks that are very complex and training a VAE might prove impossible or uneconomical. For example, if one wishes to separate circles from squares, then
training a generative model that can generate all possible polygons of arbitrary order might
prove inefficient. Even in such cases, however, before resorting to a discriminate classifier,
one could consider using the conditional VAE (method 1 of paragraph 5.4), since it retains
many of the benefits of the VAE approach.

Chapter 8

Conclusions

8.1

Summary of the work
In this thesis we have evaluated the use of variational autoendocers for anomaly detec-

tion.
Using two main types of variational autoencoders, the standard and the conditional,
a number of implementations, with different architectures of encoder and decoder neural
networks, have been evaluated. Anomaly detection was investigated in two settings: when
labelled training data are available and when they are not (labelled v.s. unlabelled setting).
Successful anomaly detection has been demonstrated on five different types of anomaly
detection tasks using four benchmark and one synthetic dataset. Benchmark datasets included network attacks data, sensor data, electrocardiographs and spectrographs data. The
synthetic dataset simulated an engine monitoring task.
In the labelled-data setting, state of the art performance was achieved in all datasets
examined. In this setting using conditional variational autoencoders proved to be more
efficient, in the sense that they were easier to train.
Performance in the unlabelled-data setting was also good but not as high as in the
labelled-data case, particularly for datasets with clustered anomalies. We identified the general performance drop as a consequence of the standard VAE limitation of using a Gaussian
distribution with diagonal covariance for the variational approximation to the true latent
space posterior. The additional performance drop in tasks with clustered anomalies was
remedied by introducing a modification to the detection algorithm. If labelled observations
become available at a later stage the algorithm can be fine-tuned further without the need
for retraining.
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Summing up, we demonstrated that variational autoencoders can be successfully used
on a variety of anomaly detection tasks, including applications where no labelled data are
available (where other competitive methods, such as autoencoders, are not applicable). This
is a significant result, with potential for exploitation in practical applications and it is the
first time that it is recorded in the literature.

8.2

Proposals for future work
Based on the experience gained through this research, looking forward, we would iden-

tify the following promising directions for future research:
• Improving the quality of the variational posterior approximation, to improve performance in the unlabelled-data setting. The most promising direction for research in
this area is along the lines of normalising flows and related methods [21], [22], [23].
• Extending the labelled data algorithm to the semi-supervised setting, hence being able
to leverage the superior performance of the labelled algorithm to problems with few
labelled examples. We believe that most promising direction in this area is along the
lines of auxiliary variable models [16].
• Exploring hybrid architectures involving variational autoencoders (VAE) and generative adversarial networks (GAN), along the lines of [7]. Apart from strong academic interest, we believe that this class of models has the potential to achieve the
best performance in complex spatio-temporal anomaly detection applications, such
as anomaly detection across video frames, fluid motion monitoring etc

Appendix A

Neural network parameters

Table A.1: Supervised setting - http dataset

Parameters
Dimensionality:
Training set:

3
395700

Latent dim:
Validation set:

10
56529

Anomaly rate:

0.39%

Test set:

113058

Learning rate:

0.003

Encoder

Decoder

Batch size:

1024

Hidden Layer 1

Hidden Layer 1

L2 regulariser

0.003

Type:

F.C.

Type:

F.C.

Dropout prob:

0.25

Size:

128

Size:

128

KL anneal rate:

50

Hidden Layer 2

Reduce lr:

20

Type:

F.C.

Type:

F.C.

Early stopping:

20

Size:

128

Size:

128

Anomaly rate:

7.15%

Test set:

9821

Hidden Layer 2

Table A.2: Supervised setting - shuttle dataset

Parameters
Dimensionality:

9

Latent dim.:

10

Training set:

34367

Learning rate:

0.0003

Encoder

Decoder

Batch size:

200

Hidden Layer 1

Hidden Layer 1

L2 regulariser

0.01

Type:

F.C.

Type:

F.C.

Dropout prob:

0.25

Size:

1024

Size:

1024

Validation set:

4909

50000

Hidden Layer 2

Reduce lr:

20

Type:

F.C.

Type:

F.C.

Early stopping:

20

Size:

1024

Size:

1024

KL anneal rate:

Hidden Layer 2
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Table A.3: Supervised setting - ecg200 dataset

Parameters
96

Dimensionality:

4992

Training set:

48

Latent dim.:
Validation set:

1632

0.00005

Encoder

48

Hidden Layer 1

L2 regulariser

0.03

Type:

Dropout prob:

0.25

Size:

Learning rate:
Batch size:

6144

Test set:
Decoder
Type:

RNN.

F.C.

Cell:

LSTM

512

Size:

128

50000

Hidden Layer 2

Reduce lr:

20

Type:

F.C.

Early stopping:

20

Size:

512

KL anneal rate:

33.00%

Anomaly rate:

3

N. Layers:

stacked

Table A.4: Supervised setting - strawberry dataset

Parameters
Dimensionality:

235

Latent dim.:

Training set:

460

Validation set:

2
153

Anomaly rate:

35.71%
370

Test set:

0.0001

Encoder

Decoder

20

Hidden Layer 1

Hidden Layer 1

L2 regulariser

0.0005

Type:

F.C.

Type:

F.C.

Dropout prob:

0

Size:

1024

Size:

1024

Learning rate:
Batch size:

50000

Hidden Layer 2

Reduce lr:

40

Type:

F.C.

Type:

F.C.

Early stopping:

40

Size:

1024

Size:

1024

KL anneal rate:

Hidden Layer 2

Table A.5: Unsupervised setting - http dataset

Parameters
Dimensionality:

3

Latent dim.:

10

0.39%

Test set:

113058

Training set:

395700

Learning rate:

0.0003

Encoder

Decoder

Batch size:

1024

Hidden Layer 1

Hidden Layer 1

L2 regulariser

0.03

Type:

F.C.

Type:

F.C.

Dropout prob:

0.25

Size:

256

Size:

256

50000

Hidden Layer 2

Reduce lr:

20

Type:

F.C.

Type:

F.C.

Early stopping:

20

Size:

256

Size:

256

KL anneal rate:

Validation set:

56529

Anomaly rate:

Hidden Layer 2
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Table A.6: Unsupervised setting - shuttle dataset

Parameters
Dimensionality:

9

Latent dim.:

10

7.15%

Test set:

9821

Training set:

34367

Learning rate:

0.0003

Encoder

Decoder

Batch size:

100

Hidden Layer 1

Hidden Layer 1

L2 regulariser

0.01

Type:

F.C.

Type:

F.C.

Dropout prob:

0.15

Size:

1024

Size:

1024

Validation set:

4909

Anomaly rate:

50000

Hidden Layer 2

Reduce lr:

20

Type:

F.C.

Type:

F.C.

Early stopping:

20

Size:

1024

Size:

1024

KL anneal rate:

Hidden Layer 2

Table A.7: Supervised setting - CVAE http dataset

Parameters
Dimensionality:

3

Latent dim.:

10

0.39%

Test set:

113058

Training set:

395700

Learning rate:

0.0003

Encoder

Decoder

768

Hidden Layer 1

Hidden Layer 1

L2 regulariser

0.0001

Type:

F.C.

Type:

F.C.

Dropout prob:

0

Size:

128

Size:

128

50000

Hidden Layer 2

Reduce lr:

20

Type:

F.C.

Type:

F.C.

Early stopping:

20

Size:

128

Size:

128

Anomaly rate:

7.15%

Test set:

9821

Batch size:

KL anneal rate:

Validation set:

56529

Anomaly rate:

Hidden Layer 2

Table A.8: Supervised setting - CVAE shuttle dataset

Parameters
Dimensionality:

9

Latent dim.:

10

Training set:

34367

Learning rate:

0.0003

Encoder

Decoder

100

Hidden Layer 1

Hidden Layer 1

L2 regulariser

0.0001

Type:

F.C.

Type:

F.C.

Dropout prob:

0

Size:

1024

Size:

1024

Batch size:

KL anneal rate:
Reduce lr:

Validation set:

4909

50000

Hidden Layer 2

25

Type:

F.C.

Hidden Layer 2
Type:

F.C.

Appendix B

Additional results
Table B.1: Error rates and f1 / f0.1 -scores

Metrics
tn
f1-score

Dataset

setting

algorithm

tp

fp

fn

http

labelled
labelled
unlabelled

VAE
CVAE
u-VAE

1102
442
433

1
1
10

4
1
181

113057
112648
112877

0.99774
0.99999
0.99689

0.99906
0.99999
0.70946

shuttle

labelled
labelled
unlabelled

VAE
CVAE
u-VAE

1683
682
674

15
2
66

73
21
29

9103
9116
9052

0,97452
0.99874
0.9929

0.97452
0.99772
0.91

ECG200

labelled

VAE

2496

195

0

3549

0.99457

0.99457

Strawberries

unlabelled

CVAE

223

4

7

136

0.96113

0.95125

Figure B.1: http dataset - unlabelled setting.
Reconstruction loss of trained autoencoder.

Figure B.2: Shuttle dataset - unlabelled setting.
Reconstruction loss of trained autoencoder.

f0.1-score
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